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Abstract

Ultrafast	molecular	 separation	 (UMS)	membranes	 are	 highly	 selective	 towards	 active	 organic	molecules	 such	 as	 antibiotics,	 amino	 acids	 and	 proteins	 that	 are	 0.5–5 nm	wide	while	 lacking	 a	 phase	 transition	 and

requiring	a	low	energy	input	to	achieve	high	speed	separation.	These	advantages	are	the	keys	for	deploying	UMS	membranes	in	a	plethora	of	industries,	including	petrochemical,	food,	pharmaceutical,	and	water	treatment

industries,	especially	for	dilute	system	separations.	Most	recently,	advanced	nanotechnology	and	cutting-edge	nanomaterials	have	been	combined	with	membrane	separation	technologies	to	generate	tremendous	potential	for

accelerating	the	development	of	UMS	membranes.	 It	 is	 therefore	critical	 to	update	the	broader	scientific	community	on	the	 important	advances	 in	 this	exciting,	 interdisciplinary	 field.	This	review	emphasizes	 the	unique

separation	 capabilities	 of	UMS	membranes,	 theories	 underpinning	UMS	membranes,	 traditional	 polymeric	materials	 and	 nanomaterials	 emerging	 on	 the	 horizon	 for	 advanced	UMS	membrane	 fabrication	 and	 technical
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1	Introduction
Separation	processes	are	fundamental	in	the	biopharmaceutical,	food,	agricultural,	chemical	and	petrochemical	industries.	Traditional	separation	techniques	commonly	used	in	these	industries	include	distillation,	pressure-	and

temperature-swing	adsorption,	and	extraction.	These	 technologies	have	high	carbon	 footprints	and	are	energy	 intensive.	Compared	with	 traditional	 separation	 technologies,	membrane	separation	 is	more	attractive	due	 to	 its	 low

carbon	 footprint,	 small	 spatial	 requirements	 and	 a	 lack	 of	 a	 phase	 transition	 in	most	 cases	 [1–17].	 In	 recent	 years,	 the	 impending	 global	 energy	 shortage	 and	 various	 environmental	 issues	 have	 accelerated	 the	 development	 of

membrane	separation,	particularly	in	membrane	assembly	using	nanotechnology	and	scale-up	translations	of	membrane	science	for	commercialization	[1–17].	Membrane	science	typically	involves	chemical	synthesis,	material	science,

advanced	characterization	 techniques,	membrane	manufacturing	and	modification,	module	design	and	process	engineering.	Therefore,	 advances	 in	membrane	 science	can	 simultaneously	evolve	 separation	 techniques	 in	practical

industries	and	facilitate	progression	in	related	science	and	manufacturing	industries.

Membrane	separation	is	typically	deployed	to	extract	products	(active	molecules)	from	solvents	or	purify	solvents	for	recycled	use.	The	size	of	most	aqueous	organic	contaminants	and	active	molecules	such	as	antibiotics,	amino

acid,	dyes	and	some	proteins	is	between	0.5	and	5 nm.	Ideal	separation	techniques	that	isolate	these	molecules	are	the	pore-size-dominated	separation	processes	of	nanofiltration	(NF)	and	ultrafiltration	(UF)	[7–11].	In	these	processes,

solutes	 are	 separated	 from	 aqueous	 solutions	 and	 organic	 media.	 Conventional	 molecular-sieving	 NF/UF	 membranes	 are	 fabricated	 using	 thick	 layers	 of	 selective	 polymeric	 materials	 with	 low	 porosities	 and	 broad	 pore	 size

distributions,	 limiting	 their	 applications	 [18–22].	 Based	 on	 the	Hagen-Poiseuille	 equation,	 the	 solution	 flux	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 pressure	 difference	 across	 the	membrane	 and	 the	 porosity,	 and	 it	 is	 inversely	 proportional	 to	 the

membrane	thickness	[23].	Therefore,	the	thickness	and	porosity	of	the	selective	layer	are	critical	for	obtaining	polymeric	membranes	with	high	flux.	Ultrathin	membranes	with	additional	passageways	for	molecular	transportation	can

be	 fabricated	by	 a	 combination	 of	 advanced	nanotechnology,	 contemporary	membrane	materials,	membrane	 fabrication	 strategies,	 and	emerging	 engineering	processes.	 The	0.5 ∼ –5 nm	pore	 size	 of	 these	membranes	 is	 ideal	 for

separating/removing	organic	molecules	from	water	or	solvents.	As	these	membranes	are	usually	deployed	for	separating	dilute	solutions,	the	solvent	permeances	(solvent	flux)	of	such	membranes	are	several	orders	of	magnitudes

higher	than	commercial	membranes	[24–73]	with	comparable	rejection	under	standard	operating	conditions	and	have	attracted	significant	attention.	Considering	the	features	of	this	class	of	membranes,	we	named	these	membranes	as

ultrafast	molecular	separation	(UMS)	membranes	for	consistency	in	the	current	work.	With	improvements	in	separation	efficiency,	UMS	membranes	can	replace	traditional	energy-intensive	separation	processes,	especially	for	very

dilute	system	separations	with	negligible	concentration	polarization.	Potentially,	UMS	membranes	can	also	become	the	mainstay	separation	technique	for	technologically	important	fields	such	as	wastewater	treatment,	fine	chemical

separation,	food	processing,	and	pharmaceutical	production.	Hence,	it	is	critical	to	update	the	scientific	community	on	such	advances.	This	review	starts	with	the	most	important	aspects	of	UMS	membranes	with	unique	pore	sizes

ranging	from	0.5 ∼ 	to	5 nm,	including	their	properties	and	unique	advantages,	followed	by	a	detailed	discussion	on	the	theory	underpinning	ultrafast	molecular	transport.	Through	comparisons	with	traditional	fabrication	techniques,

crucial	fabrication	approaches	for	UMS	membranes	is	discussed	in	the	next	section.	A	further	chapter	discusses	in	detail	membrane	materials,	particularly	emerging	2D	materials.	Developing	perspectives	and	the	critical	challenges	of

UMS	membranes	are	discussed	in	the	last	session.	This	covers	promising	membrane	materials,	advanced	membrane	modules,	the	validity	of	existing	membrane	separation	models	for	UMS	membranes	and	scale-up	challenges.

2	Separation	properties	and	the	theory	behind	UMS	membranes
2.1	UMS	membrane	properties	and	advantages

Different	from	conventional	liquid	separation	membranes,	the	distinctive	properties	of	UMS	membranes	are	produced	through	a	unique	combination	of	material	choices	and	fabrication	techniques.	The	rapid	development	of

UMS	membranes	is	aided	by	building	on	the	principles	of	basic	membrane	properties.	As	shown	in	Fig.	1,	typical	UMS	membranes	consist	of	a	nanometer-thin,	highly	porous	selective	layer	that	is	supported	on	special	substrate	layers

to	maintain	mechanical	 stability	 for	 commercial	 applications.	Crucial	 for	 separating	 dilute	 organic	 solute	 solutions,	UMS	membranes	 can	 reject	more	 than	 90	%	of	molecules	with	molecular	weights	 ranging	 from	500 g mol−1	 to

applications	to	address	the	existing	knowledge	gap.	This	work	includes	detailed	discussions	regarding	existing	challenges,	as	well	as	perspectives	on	this	promising	field.

Keywords:	Ultrafast	molecular	separation	(UMS);	Polymeric	materials;	Nanomaterials;	Membrane	fabrication;	Membrane	separation

Abbreviations:	2D,	2-dimensional;	3D,	3-dimensional;	BCPs,	block	copolymers;	CVD,	chemical	vapor	deposition;	COFs,	covalent	organic	framework;	DLC,	diamond	like	carbon;	EDTA,	ethylene	diamine	tetra	acetic	acid;	EB,	Evan's	blue

FET,	field-effect	transistor;	GO,	graphene	oxide;	LDHs,	layered	double	hydroxides;	MB,	methyl	blue;	MD,	molecular	dynamics;	MOFs,	metal	organic	frameworks;	MWCO,	molecular	weight	cut-off;	NF,	nanofiltration;	PBI,

polybenzimidazoles;	PDMS,	polydimethylsiloxane;	PSS,	poly(sodium	4-styrenesulfonate;	PS-b-PMMA,	polystyrene-b-poly	(methyl	methacrylate;	PS-b-P4VP,	poly	(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine);	PEI,	polyethylenimine;	PAFs,	porous	aromatic

frameworks;	PMP,	poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne);	PI,	polyimides;	PTMSP,	poly[1-(trimethylsilyl)-1-propyne];	PIM,	polymer	intrinsic	microporosity;	Rh	B,	Rhodamine	B;	SWCNTs,	single	wall	carbon	nanotubes;	SRNF,	solvent-resistant

nanofiltration;	SPEK,	sulfonated	polyetherketone;	TMOs,	transition	metal	oxides;	TMDs,	transition	metal	dichalcogenides;	WS2,	tungsten	disulfide;	UF,	ultrafiltration;	UMS,	ultrafast	molecular-separation



10,000 g mol−1.	This	high	rejection	rate	is	accompanied	with	ultrafast	permeance	that	is	several	orders	of	magnitude	higher	than	that	of	conventional/commercial	UF	and	NF	membranes.	It	is	inconceivable	for	conventional	separation

membranes	 to	 achieve	molecular	 transportation	as	quick	as	UMS	membranes	while	maintaining	high	 selectivity.	This	distinct	 characteristic	 of	UMS	membranes	 facilitates	 sustainable	 separation	with	a	 significantly	 lower	energy

consumption	throughout	the	separation	process.	A	comparison	of	NF	or	UF	separation	between	UMS	membranes	and	conventional	membranes	in	Table	1	[24–73]	clearly	demonstrates	the	ultrafast	permeance	(water	or	solvent)	of	UMS

membranes.	Despite	the	unreliability	and	instability	of	graphene	oxides	and	other	emerging	2D	materials,	a	majority	of	UMS	membranes	are	achieved	using	these	nanomaterials	[32–56,58,74–77].

Table	1	Performance	of	commercial	NF	and	UF	membranes	and	the	state	of	the	art	UMS	membranes.

Trade	name
(membrane

type)

Manufacture/author Materials Thickness
(nm)

MWCO	(Da)	(rejection,		%) Operation
pressure
(bar)

Feed	concentration
(ppm)

Solvent
permeance	(L m

−2 h−1 bar−1)

Solvent	permeability
(L m−2 h−1 bar−1 m)	*	10−6

Ref.

SelRO®/NF Koch Hydrophilic	(PDMS-based) Unknown 250–700 30 100 0.5–2.0
(methanol);	<1.5
(water)

– [64,65]

Starmem™NF W.R.	Grace-Davison Polyimide	based Unknown 200–400 30 NG 0.16	(hexane),
about	0.8	(2-
ropanol)

– [66,67]

SolSep/NF SolSep	BV Unknown	material Unknown Not	specified 20 NG 0.25	(hexane),
<0.1	(ethanol)

– [68]

DuraMem™/NF SolSep	BV Unknown	material Unknown 150–500 20/30 25,000/2900 0.2–0.6	(THF),
0.08	(water)

– [69,70]

GMT-oNF-2/NF Borsig	Membrane
Technology

Silicone	polymer-based Unknown 327 30 11000 Unknown – [71]

Desal/NF GE Polyamide	based Unknown 200–350 20 25000 1.3–4.0	(water) – [72,73]

Biomax	100/UF Millipore Polyethersulfone Unknown 50–00 k NG NG 688.9–1377.5
(water)

– –a

HFM/UF Koch PVDF Unknown 50–100 k NG NG 147.9–493
(water)

– –a

Fig.	1	(A)	Structure	of	ultrafast	molecular	separation	membranes	and	the	ways	to	facilitate	the	water	or	solvent	passing	through	the	selective	layer	of	UMS	polymeric	membranes	(B)	and	2D	material-based	UMS	membranes	(C).	For	polymeric	membranes,	the	main	way	to	facilitate

the	water	or	solvent	passing	through	the	UMS	membranes	is	to	build	an	ultrathin	selective	layer	and	build	nanochannels	[24–29,57],	since	polymeric	membranes	are	soft	and.	For	2D	material-based	UMS	membranes,	it	is	easier	to	accelerate	the	permeance	through	etching	pores	on

lamellar	layers,	enlarging	the	interval	between	each	lamellar	layer	through	the	incorporation	of	nanotubes	or	nanodots,	adjusting	the	whole	thickness	of	the	selective	layer,	tailoring	the	size	of	each	lamellar	layer	and	building	nanochannels	[32–37,52–56,58,74–77].



EW/UF GE	Osmonics Polysulfone Unknown 100 k NG NG 295.8	(water) – –a

UE50/UF TriSep Polyethersulfone Unknown 100 k NG NG 123.3	(water) – –a

PLHK/UF Millipore Regenerated	cellulose Unknown 100 k NG NG 435.1	(water) – –a

Q0100/UF Advantech Polysulfone Unknown 10 k	(DY,	3%) 1 <2 Unknown – [26]

PLBC	(CC)/UF Millipore Regenerated	cellulose Unknown Protoporphyrin	(MW = 562.7)
(53–84	%)

1 <2 4–9	(water) – [26]

PLAC/NF Millipore Regenerated	cellulose Unknown Protoporphyrin	(100	%) 1 <2 Extremely	low – [26]

UMS	(NF) Gorgojo	and
Livingston	et	al.

Polymer	with	intrinsic
microporosity

140 600 15 10
(hexaphenylbenzene)

∼18	(n-heptane) 2.52 [24]

UMS	(UF) Deng	and	Zhang	et
al.

Sulfonated	polyetherketone	with
cardo	groups

414 Cyt.c	(MW = 12400),	(93%) 0.8 20 1417	(water) 586 [25]

UMS	(NF) Peng	et	al. Cross-linked	ferritin 60 Direct	yellow	(DY)	(MW = 864.9),
(99	%)

0.2 <2 9000	(water) 540 [26]

UMS	(UF) Zhang	et	al. Cross-linked	polystyrene
nanoparticles

80 Cyt.	C,	(100%) 0.8 20 230	(water) 18.4 [27]

UMS	(UF) Shi	et	al. Gelatin 165 Cyt.	C,	(99%),	DY,	(73%) 1 8.6	(DY)
250	(Cyt.C)

667	(water) 110.1 [28]

UMS	(UF) Whang	et	al. P4VP 39 Cyt.	C,	95	% 0.8 20 580	(water) 22.6 [29]

UMS	(NF) Karan	et	al. Diamond-like	carbon 35 Protoporphyrin,	(99%) 0.8 28 ∼88	(ethanol) 3.08 [31]

UMS	(NF) Han	et	al. Graphene 22 Methyl	blue	(MB)	(MW = 799.8),
(99%)

1 16 21.8	(water) 0.48 [32]

UMS	(NF) Qiu Graphene	oxide Unknown Unknown 1 8.7 41	(water) – [33]

UMS	(NF) Huang Graphene	oxide 2000 Evans	blue	(EB)	(MW = 960.8),
(85%)

2 14 71	(water) 142 [34]

UMS	(NF) Ying Graphene	oxide 1080 EB	(88%) 1 14 191	(water) 206 [35]

UMS	(NF) Huang Graphene	oxide 1850 Rhodamine	B	(Rh	B)
(MW = 479.1)	(87%),	Evans	blue
(EB)	(83	%)

1 EB ∼ 14
RB	∼	480

695	(water) 1285 [36]

UMS	(NF) Wang Graphene	oxide 6000 MB	(99%) 1 10 428	(water) 2568 [37]

UMS	(NF) Gao Graphene	oxide 40 Rh	B,	(97.4	%) 1 15 720	(water) 28.8 [55]

UMS	(NF) Sun Laminar	MoS2 1200 EB	(89%) 1 14 245	(water) 294 [52]

UMS	(NF) Sun Laminar	WS2 300 EB	(90%) 1 14 730	(water) 219 [53]

UMS	(NF) Shi Reduced	Graphene	Oxide 18 EB	(100%) 1 10 215	(acetone) 3.87 [56]

UMS	(NF) Peinemann Cellulose 10 Reactive	Black-5	(RB5)
(MW = 997)
(100%)

4 – 700	(water) 7 [57]

UMS	(NF) Qu Nickel	hydroxide	nanosheet 3180 DY	(97.3%) 0.5 20 99	(water) 314.8 [58]



UMS	(NF) Zhang ZIF-8/poly(sodium	4-
styrenesulfonate)

Unknown MB	(98.6%) 5 100 26.5	(water) – [59]

UMS	(NF) Ling Biomimetic	multilayer ∼7000 Brilliant	Blue	G	(MW = 883)
(100%)

0.8 ∼115 1250	(water) 8750 [60]

UMS	(NF) Kandambeth Self-standing	COFs 290,000 915 1 1000 180
(acetonitrile)

52200 [61]

UMS	(NF) Ying GQDs	modified	thermally
Reduced	graphene	oxide
membranes

2340 EB	(96%) 1 ∼10 2000	(water) 4680 [62]

UMS	(NF) Qin Single-layered	graphene 500 342 10 200 50	(water) 25 [63]

a Referred	from	internet:	http://www.millipore.com/techpublications/tech1/pf1172en00,	http://www.sterlitech.com/flat-sheet-membranes-specifications.html#UF;	UMS	(UF)	means	the	pores	of	UMS	membranes	are	in

UF	range,	correspondingly	the	UMS	(NF)	means	the	pore	of	UMS	membranes	are	in	NF	range.

The	main	 incentives	 for	developing	UF	and	NF	molecular	separation	membranes	are	numerous.	As	a	general	size-sieving	process,	no	additives	are	needed,	and	no	phase	 transition	occurs	during	separation.	Compared	 to

distillation,	thermal	damage	is	minimized	as	the	low	operation	temperature	prevents	degradation	and	side	reactions	in	membrane	materials.	There	are	possibilities	for	recycling	water/solvents	and/or	valuable	compounds,	as	well	as	to

reduce	product	 loss.	 It	 should	be	noted	 that	 the	process	of	active	molecular	concentration	and	purification,	and	water/solvent	 treatments	can	be	simultaneously	achieved	during	separation	 [1–4,7–11].	Energy	consumption	can	be

reduced	by	20	%	when	distillation	is	replaced	by	a	combination	of	membrane	processes	to	isolate	sulfur-containing	hydrocarbon	molecules	from	fluidized	catalytic	cracking	and	other	naphtha	streams.	Remarkably,	both	the	product

yield	and	quality	can	be	improved	using	this	combinatory	membrane	process	[10].	Other	advantages	of	UMS	membranes	for	molecular-scale	separations	include	a	drastically	enhanced	separation	efficiency,	smaller	membrane	surface

area	 that	 leads	 to	membrane	module	miniaturization,	 and	 substantial	 reduction	 of	 the	 operating	 pressure	 to	 separate/purify	 dilute	 solutions.	 Consequently,	 the	 cost	 and	 energy	 consumption	 for	 industrial-scale,	 active	molecular

separation	of	dilute	solutions	can	be	lowered	significantly	with	UMS	membranes.

The	permeances	of	UMS	membranes	are	several	orders	of	magnitude	higher	than	those	of	commercial	UF	and	NF	membranes	with	similar	rejection	values.	It	is	important	to	note	that	this	unique	combination	yields	a	high

permeate	product	output	that	is	only	attainable	with	dead-end	cells	in	laboratories.	It	remains	nearly	impossible	to	increase	permeate	purity	by	several	orders	of	magnitude	in	real-life	applications,	where	cross-flow	separation	mode	is

commonly	deployed.	This	 is	 ascribed	 to	 the	 limitation	of	 feed	 solution	 flow-rate,	 pressure	drop	and	 concentration	polarization	 in	 the	membrane	modules	 [78–81].	 The	energy	consumption	of	 separation	processes,	particularly	 the

desalination	of	sea	water,	can	be	reduced	using	membranes	with	permeances	of	up	to	10 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	[1,78,82–84].	Membranes	with	permeances	greater	than	10 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	do	not	lead	to	further	significant	reductions	in	energy

consumption.	These	data	were	obtained	from	the	separation	of	concentrated	solutions	using	commercial	spiral-wound	membrane	modules	with	large	surface	areas.	Therefore,	it	is	clear	that	the	deployment	of	UMS	membranes	will

distinctively	reduce	the	membrane	surface	area	required	for	commercial-scale	separations.	In	fact,	the	reduction	of	membrane	surface	area	is	the	major	advantage	in	applying	UMS	membranes	during	the	separation	of	active	organic

molecules	in	dilute	solutions.	The	total	surface	area	of	a	membrane	module	should	be	optimized	to	maximize	the	advantages	of	UMS	membranes.

The	membrane	surface	areas	of	conventional	UF	or	NF	membrane	modules	(approximately	40 m2	for	an	8.0″	×	40″	size	module)	are	too	large	to	maintain	a	high	permeate	solution	flow-rate.	This	is	due	to	the	complicated	mass

transfer	phenomenon	within	the	module	[78–81],	pressure	drop	and	concentration	polarization.	Reducing	the	membrane	surface	area	not	only	decreases	the	capital	cost	of	membrane	systems	but	also	benefits	mass	transfer	 in	the

membrane	module	[79].	In	a	practical	separation	process,	the	membrane	surface	area	drastically	impacts	the	mass	transfer	within	the	module.	For	example,	the	pressure	drop	in	a	spiral-wound	module	is	proportional	to	the	membrane

length	 and	 solution	 velocity	within	 the	membrane	module	 and	 is	 inversely	 proportional	 to	 the	membrane	width.	 Shorter	membranes	 reduce	 the	 pressure	 drop	 across	 the	membrane	module,	 promoting	 the	mass	 transfer	 across

membranes	[79].	Meanwhile,	narrower	membranes	increase	the	solution	velocity	within	the	module	 [79],	diminishing	concentration	polarization.	A	significant	reduction	in	membrane	surface	area	may	lead	to	the	miniaturization	of

membrane	modules	for	industrial	applications	while	maximizing	separation	performance,	especially	for	dilute	system	separations.	When	deployed	for	recycling	or	the	removal	of	active	molecules	from	dilute	solutions	(several	ppm	to

several	hundreds	of	ppm),	the	ultrahigh	permeance	of	UMS	membranes	can	reduce	the	operating	pressure,	further	reducing	energy	consumption	and	other	operating	costs.	In	fact,	the	dilute	concentration	of	the	feed	solution	(from

1 ppm	to	250 ppm)	in	many	circumstances	[24–63,85–90]	results	in	lower	osmotic	pressures	(the	minimum	pressure	that	drives	the	solution	passing	through	the	membrane).	Under	such	circumstances,	the	low	osmotic	pressure	of	the

feed	solution	coupled	with	 the	high	permeance	of	a	UMS	membrane	 facilitate	effective	separations	at	a	 substantially	 low	pressure	 (even	near	1 bar).	For	example,	when	separating	a	2 ppm	protoporphyrin	solution,	a	commercial

membrane	(PLBC,	NMWL	3000)	demonstrated	a	solution	permeance	of	10 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	with	a	protoporphyrin	rejection	of	53	%.	If	10 m2	of	a	conventional	membrane	is	deployed	to	separate	1000 L	of	the	protoporphyrin	solution	at

5.0 bar,	this	process	will	take	2.0 h	(assuming	the	recovery	rate	 is	100	%).	Using	the	same	mixture,	UMS	membranes	fabricated	from	crosslinked	ferritin	demonstrated	a	solution	permeance	as	high	as	6000 L m−2 h−1 bar−1.	This	 is



approximately	600	times	higher	than	that	of	commercial	membranes	while	rejecting	100	%	of	the	protoporphyrin	[26].	This	separation	can	be	achieved	in	1 h	using	only	0.17 m2	of	UMS	membranes	at	1.0 bar.	 In	this	case,	both	the

operating	pressure	and	membrane	surface	area	of	the	UMS	membrane	were	significantly	lower/smaller	than	conventional	commercial	UF	membranes,	while	the	rejection	and	separating	speed	of	the	UMS	membrane	were	substantially

higher;	 these	properties	could	reduce	both	the	cost	and	the	energy	consumption	of	 the	separation	process.	 In	summary,	 the	rapid	development	of	membrane	materials	and	fabrication	techniques	and	the	exploration	of	new	dilute

system	separation	applications	can	generate	UMS	membranes	that	will	accelerate	molecular	separations,	thereby	revolutionizing	current	membrane	manufacturing	industries	and	other	related	industries,	such	as	module	production

and	system	designs.

2.2	Theory	behind	UMS	membranes
Fundamentally,	 the	 design	 of	 UMS	 membranes	 is	 inspired	 by	 basic	 membrane	 separation	 theory.	 Membrane	 separation	 driven	 by	 chemical	 potential	 gradients	 such	 as	 pressure	 gradients,	 temperature	 gradients	 and

concentration	gradients	can	be	analyzed	using	solution-diffusion	or	pore-flow	models	 [91–100].	The	solution-diffusion	model	 is	effective	 for	describing	dense	membranes	without	pores	or	with	extremely	small	pore	sizes	 (less	 than

0.5 nm)	for	gas	separation,	reverse	osmosis,	dialysis	and	pervaporation.	In	the	solution-diffusion	model,	targeted	molecules	first	adsorb	on	and	dissolve	into	the	membrane	materials,	followed	by	diffusion	across	the	membrane	under	a

driving	force.	The	pore-flow	model	is	usually	applicable	to	microfiltration	(MF),	UF	or	NF	membranes	containing	tiny	pores	from	the	nanoscale	to	microscale.	Molecular	transportation	and	screening	in	these	membranes	are	dominated

by	pores	that	are	larger	than	1 nm.	Hence,	the	pore-flow	model	is	sufficient	to	guide	a	detailed	analysis	of	the	transportation	and	separation	mechanisms	in	most	UMS	membranes	where	the	pore	size	ranges	between	0.5 ∼ 	and	5 nm.

However,	the	molecular	transport	and	separation	in	UMS	membranes	with	smaller	pores	in	the	region	of	0.5 ∼ –1 nm	may	be	related	to	more	complicated	models,	which	are	not	discussed	here.

To	analyze	molecular	transport	in	UMS	membranes	using	the	pore-flow	model	(Hagen-Poiseuille	equation),	we	first	assume	that	UMS	membranes	contain	a	series	of	cylindrical	capillary	pores	with	a	diameter	of	d	(m),	and	the

quantity	of	the	liquid	(q)	flowing	through	a	single	pore	is	defined	as:

where	µ	 is	 the	viscosity	 (Pa	 (bar)	 s	 (h))	of	 the	 liquid,	L	 is	 the	 length	 (m)	of	 the	cylindrical	pore	 (membrane	 thickness),	 and	 (bar	 (Pa))	 is	 the	pressure	 applied	 across	 the	pore.	Assuming	 equal-sized	pores	 and	porosity	 ( )	 in

the	membrane,	the	pore	number	(N)	per	square	centimeter	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	square	of	d,	and	N	can	be	calculated	as:

Therefore,	by	combining	Eqs.	(1)	and	(2),	the	Hagen-Poiseuille	equation	can	be	derived	as:

or

where	J	is	the	water/solvent	flux	(L m−2 h−1),	and	r	(m)	is	the	pore	radius.	In	most	cases,	the	pores	are	tortuous	(continuous	openings),	so	the	Hagen-Poiseuille	equation	should	be	modified	as:

where	 is	 the	membrane	 tortuosity	 indicating	 the	ratio	of	 the	 true	 flow-path	 length	and	 the	straight-line	distance	between	 the	beginning	and	end	points	 [23].	Taking	 the	osmotic	pressure	of	 the	 feed	solution	 into	consideration,

the	equation	can	be	modified	as:

where	 represents	 the	 osmotic	 pressure	 (bar).	 The	 assumptions	 for	 the	 above	 equations	 are	 that	 the	 fluid	 is	 incompressible	 and	Newtonian.	 In	many	 circumstances,	 the	 permeance	 (L m−2 h−1 bar−1)	 is	 applied	 to	 evaluate	 the

membrane,	thereby	diminishing	the	effects	of	pressure,	and	is	defined	as

The	permeability	(L m−2 h−1 bar−1 m)	reflects	the	permeable	properties	of	a	membrane	with	the	same	thickness	as	the	selective	layer	(including	nanochannels)	and	is	defined	as:

By	combining	Eq.	(5)	with	the	Spiegler–Kedem	approach	and	the	pore	flow	model,	the	solution	flux	(g m−2 h−1),	 ,	can	be	defined	as	[94,99,100]:
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where	 reflects	 the	 local	solute	permeance	coefficient,	C	 is	 the	average	concentration	 (g L−1)	of	 the	solute	 in	 the	membrane,	x	 is	 the	distance	across	 the	membrane	 (m),	and	σ	 refers	 to	 the	 reflection	coefficient.	 In	addition	 to

the	membrane	flux,	the	rejection	of	a	membrane	to	the	contaminants	in	a	solution	is	another	crucial	parameter.

The	following	equation	can	be	used	for	solute	rejection	[94]:

where	R	refers	to	the	rejection	of	solutes,	CP	is	the	permeate	concentration	(g L−1),	CB	is	the	feed	concentration	(g L−1),	and	F	is	defined	as:

According	to	the	pore	flow	model,	the	membrane	flux	depends	on	the	porosity,	operating	pressure,	pore	diameter	and	thickness	of	the	selective	membrane.	However,	it	is	difficult	to	obtain	the	accurate	thickness	and	porosity	of

a	selective	layer	because	of	the	lack	of	precise	characterization	techniques,	especially	when	the	layer	is	in	the	nanometer	regime.	This	hampers	the	quantitative	analysis	of	mass	transfer	across	membranes.	Other	factors	affecting	mass

transfer	across	membranes	include	the	operating	pressure,	concentration	polarization	and	membrane	swelling.	The	impact	of	each	factor	is	discussed	in	the	following	section.

2.2.1	The	effects	of	membrane	properties	on	the	mass	transfer	across	membranes
In	practice,	 the	 flux	 represents	 the	output,	and	rejection	 refers	 to	product	purity	during	 the	membrane	separation	process.	An	 ideal	molecular-sieving	membrane	with	a	 finely	 tailored	pore	size	 (0.5 ∼ –5 nm)	and	a	high	porosity	 is	desired	 to

demonstrate	good	rejection,	while	ensuring	an	ultrahigh	 flux.	Taking	only	 the	membrane	parameters	 into	consideration,	 the	permeance	 is	exploited	 to	evaluate	 the	mass	 transfer	speed	 instead	of	 flux.	According	 to	 the	Hagen-Poiseuille	equation,	 the

membrane	pore	size	and	porosity	(i.e.,	concentration	and	membrane	thickness)	are	the	influential	parameters	that	determine	the	membrane	permeance	[23].	In	an	ideal	situation,	one	should	be	able	to	tune	each	parameter	to	tailor	membrane	properties	to

benefit	the	targeted	application.	For	example,	larger	pore	radii	can	significantly	boost	flux,	as	it	is	proportional	to	the	square	of	the	radius,	at	the	expense	of	selectivity.	However,	the	rejection	will	decline	significantly	even	with	tiny	increments	in	membrane

pore	size,	particularly	for	discrete	nanosized	molecules.	Hence,	the	membrane	pore	size	should	not	be	further	enlarged.	The	pore	radii	of	UMS	membranes	must	be	deliberately	determined	by	the	fabrication	process	and	the	size	of	the	targeted	species

during	separation.	Membrane	pore	sizes	are	rarely	uniform	and	exist	mostly	as	pore	size	distributions.	Targeted	molecules	may	pass	through	larger	pores,	whereas	smaller	pores	may	limit	the	transport	of	water	or	solvent	molecules.	Therefore,	membranes

with	a	narrow	pore	size	distribution	are	preferred	[101].

The	second	parameter	that	influences	molecular	transport	in	UMS	membranes	is	porosity.	In	conventional	UF	and	NF	membranes,	pores	only	account	for	a	small	fraction	of	the	selective	layer.	Any	changes	to	porosity	will	be	reflected	by	alterations

to	the	mean	effective	pore	radius,	leading	to	diminished	selectivity.	It	remains	a	challenge	to	increase	porosity	while	maintaining	an	effective	pore	size	(in	the	range	of	0.5 ∼ –5 nm)	in	a	defect-free	structure.	The	ability	to	simultaneously	overcome	these

issues	 will	 yield	 UMS	 membranes	 capable	 of	 ultrafast	 water	 or	 solvent	 transport	 and	 near	 100	%	 rejection.	 Recent	 developments	 in	 nanoscience	 and	 nanotechnology	 has	 enabled	 the	 development	 of	 inorganic	 nanotubes	 and	 nanofibers.	 These

nanomaterials,	a	few	micrometers	in	length	and	approximately	2 nm	in	diameter,	can	be	deployed	as	a	sacrificial	layer	to	induce	additional	porosity	within	conventional	membranes	for	precise	pore	control	[25–29,31,36–37,52–57].

The	third	parameter	that	determines	transportation	rates	in	UMS	membranes	is	the	membrane	thickness.	Thinner	membranes	will	shorten	the	length	of	selective	pores,	reducing	the	time	required	for	molecular	transport	across	the	membrane.

This	is	a	rational	and	intriguing	strategy	to	maximize	water	or	solvent	permeance	without	compromising	the	separation	capability	of	membranes.	For	polymeric	materials,	the	main	method	to	produce	high-permeance	membranes	is	to	create	an	ultrathin

selective	layer	or	build	additional	nanochannels.	Consequently,	UMS	membranes	fabricated	from	polymeric	membranes	typically	demonstrate	a	rejection	towards	the	UF	scale	(1.5 ∼ –5 nm)	(shown	in	Fig.	1B	and	Table	1)	[24–29,57,60].	Another	approach	to

reduce	membrane	 thickness	 is	 the	use	of	2D	 (nano-)	materials.	These	materials	provide	new	possibilities	of	 controlling	membrane	porosity	when	 fabricating	a	membrane	with	a	 very	 small	mean	effective	pore	 size.	Unlike	polymeric	membranes,	 the

permeance	and	rejection	performance	of	2D	materials	can	be	adjusted	by	tuning	the	size	of	lamellar	layers,	pore-etching	of	lamellar	layers,	functionalization,	tailoring	the	interval	distance	of	the	2D	materials,	building	additional	nanochannels	for	solvents

to	pass	through	and	regulating	the	thickness	of	the	selective	layer	(Fig.	1C).	Most	UMS	membranes	fabricated	with	2D	materials	demonstrate	permeances	as	high	as	700 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	with	dye	rejections	of	approximately	90	%	[32–37,52–56,58,62–63].

2.2.2	Other	factors	affecting	the	mass	transfer	across	membranes
Other	 than	 intrinsic	membrane	properties,	 the	operational	 and	external	 factors	 that	 affect	mass	 transfer	across	a	membrane	 include	 the	pressure	difference	across	 the	membrane	 (ΔP),	 concentration	polarization,	 swelling	of	 the	membrane,

operating	temperature,	feed	solution	flow	rate,	the	interaction	between	solvent	and	solute,	and	the	interaction	between	solute	and	membrane	[7–9,11,78–81,102–105].	The	latter	four	parameters	are	seldom	investigated.	This	section	only	discusses	the

effects	of	pressure,	concentration	polarization	and	membrane	swelling	on	the	solvent	transfer	of	membranes	[7–9,11,78–81,102–105].

ΔP	should	be	higher	 than	 the	osmotic	pressure	 to	provide	a	driving	 force	 to	 facilitate	membrane	separation.	Large	 increases	 in	operating	pressure	can	enhance	 the	 flux	at	 the	expense	of	higher	operating	costs,	as	equipment	 is	 required	 to
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pressurize	the	feed	solution.	When	UMS	membranes	are	deployed	to	separate	dilute	feed	mixtures,	low	osmotic	pressures	are	present	[24–63,85–90],	thus,	dispensing	the	need	for	a	high	ΔP.	For	example,	the	osmotic	pressure	in	a	membrane	that	is	used	to

separate	100 ppm	of	a	targeted	molecule	(Mw	500 g mol−1)	at	30 °C	is	only	504 Pa.	In	a	typical	NF	setting,	a	high	operating	pressure	(approximately	20–30 bar)	is	applied	across	the	membrane.	This	is	to	accelerate	the	solvent	flux	rather	than	to	overcome

osmotic	 pressure.	 The	permeances	 of	UMS	membranes	 are	 typically	 a	 few	orders	 of	magnitude	better	 than	 those	 of	 conventional	UF/NF	membranes,	 removing	 the	need	 for	 high	pressures	 to	 promote	 flux	 acceleration.	 In	 fact,	 only	 0.8 ∼ –1 bar	 and

0.8 ∼ –5 bar	of	pressure	are	required	for	UMS	membranes	during	UF	and	NF	operations,	respectively;	this	drastically	reduces	capital	investment	for	compression	equipment	and	operating	costs.	Meanwhile,	the	ultrahigh	permeances	of	UMS	membranes

void	the	requirement	of	a	high	membrane	surface	area	to	achieve	the	permeation	solution	flow	rates	mandatory	for	processing	large	mixture	quantities.

Concentration	polarization	 is	 a	 common	phenomenon	where	 the	concentration	of	 solutes	near	a	membrane	 surface	 is	higher	 than	 that	of	 the	bulk	 solution.	This	 is	 ascribed	 to	 the	 solute	accumulation	as	water	or	 solvent	passes	 through	 the

membrane,	whereas	the	solute	is	blocked	during	membrane	separation.	Concentration	polarization	severely	hampers	mass	transfer	as	the	osmotic	pressure	around	the	membrane	can	be	extremely	high,	resulting	in	a	severe	flux	decline.	Moreover,	a	larger

solute	concentration	difference	across	the	membrane	can	reduce	rejection	[102–105].	Under	similar	operating	conditions	and	same	surface	areas,	high	permeance	membranes	are	more	susceptible	to	concentration	polarization	than	other	membranes.

Generally,	concentration	polarization	can	only	be	limited,	rather	than	avoided.	Faster	feed	solution	flow	rates	can	provide	better	control	over	concentration	polarization	[102–105].	A	greener	alternative	to	limit	concentration	polarization	in	UMS	membranes

is	to	reduce	the	surface	area	of	each	membrane	in	the	membrane	module.	This	differs	from	the	traditional	UF	or	NF	membrane	design	as	large	surface	areas	are	required	to	compensate	for	insufficient	permeances	to	meet	application	requirements.	An

appropriate	reduction	in	the	surface	area	of	ultrapermeable	UMS	membranes	will	not	sacrifice	the	total	flow	rate	of	permeate	solutions.	As	mentioned	above,	coupled	with	constant	feed	and	permeate	solution	flow	rates,	a	lower	effective	membrane	surface

area	will	improve	the	speed	of	the	solution	flow	while	decreasing	the	pressure	drop	across	the	membrane	module	[79].	This	also	limits	the	concentration	polarization	in	spiral-wound	and	flat-sheet	membrane	modules.	Remarkably,	this	is	attained	with	less

materials	and	lower	membrane	cost.	As	UMS	membranes	are	mainly	deployed	in	the	separation	of	dilute	solutions,	the	concentration	polarization	is	not	serious	in	such	circumstances.

Membrane	swelling	is	attributed	to	the	strong	interactions	between	solvents	and	polymers	and	impacts	the	membrane	separation	performance.	Polymer	swelling	expands	the	passageways	for	molecular	transport	in	membranes,	thereby	sacrificing

rejection	performance	[7,8,11].	Swelling	in	conventional	membranes	is	typically	neglected	when	applied	in	aqueous	solutions.	However,	swelling	in	UMS	membranes	fabricated	from	water-soluble	polymers	should	not	be	neglected,	especially	in	strong

solvents,	 such	as	DMF,	DMSO	and	chloroform.	For	example,	Wang	et	al.	developed	UMS	membranes	by	 filtering	a	PV4P	dilute	gel	 solution	on	polycarbonate	substrates.	The	PV4P	selective	 layers	 swelled	significantly	when	 the	membranes	were	not

crosslinked	by	1,3-dibromopropane	(DBP).	After	crosslinking,	the	degree	of	swelling	was	halved,	and	the	material	exhibited	better	hydrostability	[29].	The	prevention	of	significant	swelling	in	UMS	membranes	is	essential	for	maintaining	high	selectivity

[7–9,11,29].	UMS	membrane	swelling	can	be	overcome	with	crosslinking	and	the	incorporation	of	nanoparticles	[26,28–29].	As	UMS	membranes	are	a	relatively	new	research	area	in	membrane	science,	detailed	studies	on	the	impact	of	swelling	on	UMS

separation	performance	remains	scarce.

3	Preparing	UMS	membranes
Membrane	permeance	quantifies	 the	mass	 transfer	 velocity	 across	membranes,	while	 rejection	 can	be	used	 to	 evaluate	product	purity.	 The	key	 to	preparing	USM	membranes	with	 excellent	 separation	performance	 is	 to

construct	ultrathin,	defect-free	selective	 layers	with	high	porosity	[23].	Finding	suitable	ways	 to	design	ultrathin	selective	 layers	or	build	additional	 liquid-transporting	nanochannels	 is	critical	 to	developing	USM	membranes	with

excellent	 separation	 performance.	 The	 construction	 of	 additional	 passageways	 enhances	membrane	 porosity,	 promoting	 the	 transportation	 of	 solvent	molecules	 across	 the	membrane,	while	 ultrathin	membranes	 reduce	 the	 time

required	 for	molecule	 transportation	 [24–63].	We	next	discuss	various	UMS	membrane	 fabrication	methods.	Conventional	methods	 (listed	 in	Fig.	2)	 such	as	phase	 inversion,	 interfacial	 polymerization	and	 coating	are	 analyzed	 to

illustrate	the	limitations	and	advantages	of	each	method	for	developing	asymmetric	and	composite	UMS	membranes	[7–9,11].	We	also	discuss	mainstream	fabrication	methods	and	promising	ways	to	obtain	UMS	membranes.



3.1	Conventional	fabrication	approaches
The	majority	of	conventional	UF	membranes	and	porous	supports	of	NF	membranes	are	produced	through	phase	inversion	[106–110].	Asymmetric	membranes	are	formed	when	organic	solvents	containing	both	polymers	and

additives	(such	as	pore	forming	agents)	are	exchanged	with	water	(Fig.	2I).	A	high	concentration	polymer	solution	(>15	%)	is	typically	required	to	obtain	defect-free	membranes.	The	top	layer	is	perceived	as	the	selective	layer,	which	is

thicker	and	 less	porous	 [18–22].	 Both	 the	 sub-layer	 and	 the	 selective	 layer	 provide	 resistance	 to	 the	 solution.	High	 fluxes	 can	be	 achieved	with	 larger	 pore	 sizes,	 albeit	 at	 the	 expense	 of	 rejection.	 It	 remains	 difficult	 to	 use	 the

conventional	 approach	 of	 phase	 inversion	 to	 produce	 highly	 porous	membranes	with	 an	 ultrathin	 selective	 layer.	 A	more	 suitable	 approach	 to	 construct	 nanometer-thin	 selective	 layers	 is	 through	 interfacial	 polymerization	 (IP)

[111–114].	 IP	 is	also	currently	 the	main	 fabrication	route	 to	manufacture	commercial	NF	membranes	 (Fig.	2II).	Challenges	using	 interfacial	polymerization	 include	 little	control	over	 the	polymerization	degree	and	 the	 formation	of

crosslinked	network	structures,	as	polymerization	occurs	quickly.	Oligomer	formation	may	block	the	porous	support	that	subsequently	increases	solution	resistance	and	the	formation	of	small	pores.	This	process	decimates	membrane

porosity	 while	 yielding	 highly	 selective	 membranes	 for	 small	 molecule	 separation	 (MWCO	 200–500 g mol−1)	 but	 low	 water	 permeance	 (3–20 L m−2 h−1 bar−1)	 [111–114].	 Coating	 is	 effective	 for	 constructing	 selective	 layers	 of	 NF

membranes	while	tailoring	membrane	hydrophilicity.	The	key	advantage	of	this	method	is	the	ease	of	controlling	coating	layer	thickness.	However,	coating	solutions	tend	to	infiltrate	porous	supports	containing	larger	pores	during	the

traditional	 coating	 process,	 compromising	 solution	 permeation.	 It	 remains	 difficult	 to	 simultaneously	 obtain	 high	 porosity	 and	ultrathin	 selective	 layers	with	 finely	 tuned	nanoscale	 pores	 using	 conventional	UF	 or	NF	membrane

fabrication	processes.	As	such,	membranes	obtained	from	these	methods	often	display	poor	separation	properties	or	insufficient	flux	to	qualify	as	UMS	membranes.

3.2	Promising	strategy	to	construct	ultrathin	selective	layers	-	coating
Among	traditional	ultrathin	membrane	fabrication	techniques,	coating	is	the	simplest	and	most	flexible	technique	for	constructing	UMS	membranes	 [115,116].	A	combinatory	approach	of	phase	inversion-coating	provides	a

possible	approach	to	inhibit	the	infiltration	of	coating	solution	into	substrate	pores	while	providing	deliberate	control	over	the	thickness	of	the	coating	layer.	This	approach	was	used	to	fabricate	polymer	intrinsic	microporosity	(PIM-1)

in	NF	membranes	with	ultrahigh	n-heptane	permeance	for	dye	separations	(Fig.	3)	[24].	Spin-coated	PIM-1	membranes	were	first	removed	from	glass	substrates,	and	then	supported	on	porous	substrates.	Unlike	conventional	phase

inversion,	 the	PIM-1	concentration	 in	the	coating	solution	was	as	 low	as	0.25 ∼ –2.5 wt%.	This	 is	crucial	 for	 fabricating	35	 to	 –600 nm	selective	 layers.	The	 intrinsic	high	 free	volume	of	PIM-1	and	 the	ultrathin	 (140 nm)	defect-free

selective	layer	is	the	main	reason	behind	an	exemplary	heptane	permeance	of	18 L m−2 h−1 bar−1.	This	is	approximately	two	orders	of	magnitude	higher	than	that	of	Starmem	240	(a	commercial	polyimide-based	OSN	membrane)	with	a

similar	rejection	performance	[24]	and	a	molecular	weight	cut-off	as	low	as	500 g mol−1.	Interestingly,	the	liquid	permeance	of	an	ultrathin	membrane	is	substantially	lower,	contradicting	the	Hagen-Poiseuille	equation.	This	is	attributed

to	the	inherent	aging	properties	of	polymer	chains	when	they	lose	conformation	confinement	at	the	ultrathin	status	[117–122].	The	approach	to	producing	ultrathin	polymeric	films	is	the	typical	strategy	for	yielding	UMS	membranes.

Fig.	2	Processes	of	conventional	methods	to	fabricate	ultrafiltration	or	nanofiltration	membranes:	(I)	phase	inversion,	(II)	interfacial	polymerization,	and	(III)	typical	coating	process.



Hence,	the	stability	of	these	membranes	is	a	crucial	parameter	that	must	be	evaluated	as	well.	The	high	free	volume	content	and	excellent	film-forming	properties	of	ultrathin	dense	layers	coated	from	a	dilute	polymeric/volatile	solvent

solution	are	mandatory	for	producing	UMS	membranes	via	the	phase	inversion-coating	method.	These	ultrathin	membranes	are	formed	by	the	phase	inversion	of	polymeric	materials	that	are	soluble	in	volatile	solvents	and	immiscible

in	water.	Other	than	PIM-1,	polymers	with	a	high	free	volume,	such	as	polydimethylsiloxane	(PDMS)	and	poly[1-(trimethylsilyl)-1-propyne]	(PTMSP),	are	promising	for	the	development	of	UMS	membranes	through	the	phase	inversion-

coating	method.

Another	approach	to	construct	UMS	membranes	is	to	combine	reduced	pressure	coating	(filtration-coating)	with	the	construction	of	additional	nanochannels	(nanoscaled	passageways)	for	water	or	solvent	transportation.	A

typical	UMS	membrane	fabrication	includes	the	formation	of	an	ultrathin	polymer	selective-layer	on	the	surface	of	a	sacrificial	layer	comprised	of	metal	hydroxide	nanostrands	on	the	substrate.	These	nanostrands	can	also	be	deployed

as	pore-forming	additives	in	the	polymer	coating	solution	to	yield	a	mixed	matrix	membrane	[25–28,31,37,53–54].	The	sacrificial	layer	and	pore-forming	additives	are	usually	removed	using	solutions	containing	HCl	or	EDTA	to	form

additional	nanochannels	 for	enhanced	solvent	 transport.	This	results	 in	 the	ultrafast	permeation	of	solutions	 (as	shown	 in	Fig.	4).	Nanostrands	are	 first	 synthesized	 [115,116,121–124]	 and	coated	on	microfiltration	membranes	with

200 nm	pores	through	filtration.	As	the	length	of	the	nanostrands	(approximately	a	few	micrometers)	is	larger	than	that	of	the	microfiltration	membrane	pores,	the	nanostrands	are	readily	spread	on	the	supports.	Upon	forming	this

sacrificial	layer	of	nanostrands,	the	coating	solution	is	poured	onto	the	microfiltration	membranes	and	filtered	under	reduced	pressure.	Alternatively,	nanostrands	can	be	mixed	with	materials	that	form	the	selective-layer	membrane

before	filtration.	In	this	case,	smaller	nanostrands	with	diameters	of	approximately	2 nm	form	pores	for	molecular	screening	and/or	aid	membrane	formation	with	post	crosslinking	treatments.	The	thickness	of	this	selective	layer	can	be

controlled	by	the	polymer	concentration	and	volume	of	the	applied	coating	solution	[25–28,31,37,53–54].	This	process	is	classified	as	a	coating-etching	process	in	this	review.

Fig.	3	The	preparation	of	PIM-based	UMS	membranes	and	their	properties:	(I)	the	preparation	process;	(II)	the	molecular	weight	cut	off	of	PIM-based	membranes,	DEC:	dead	end,	CF:	cross	flow;	and	(III)	the	concentration-dependent	thickness	of	PIM-1	membranes	[24].



Studies	reporting	UMS	fabrications	using	polymeric	materials	remain	scarce,	yet	the	superb	membrane	separation	properties	of	such	membranes	render	them	attractive.	Most	polymeric	UMS	membranes	are	developed	using

the	 coating-etching	method.	 For	 instance,	 Peng	 and	 coworkers	 developed	 crosslinked	 ferritin	 selective	 layers	 on	 a	 porous	 polycarbonate	 membrane	 using	 this	 method	 [26].	 Ferritin	 was	 initially	 mixed	 with	 cadmium	 hydroxide

nanostrands	 in	 solution	before	 filtration.	A	membrane	was	 readily	 formed	by	 subsequent	 crosslinking	with	 a	 10 wt%	glutaraldehyde	 solution	 for	1 h.	Additional	 passageways	with	 tunable	 diameters	 smaller	 than	2.2 nm	 for	water

transport	were	formed	after	nanostrand	dissolution.	By	varying	the	volume	of	the	ferritin/nanostrand	solution,	the	thickness	of	ferritin	membranes	was	tuned	between	30	and	100 nm.	By	imbuing	high	porosity	and	small	pore	sizes	to

ultrathin	selective	layers,	the	ferritin	membranes	demonstrated	high	rejections	of	protoporphyrin	(562.7 g mol−1	nearly	100	%)	and	direct	yellow	(864.9 g mol−1,	approximately	99	%)	with	an	ultrahigh	pure	water	permeance	of	8100 L m
−2 h−1 bar−1	(Fig.	4).	Compared	with	commercial	membranes,	 the	pure	water	permeance	of	 this	 crosslinked	ultrathin	 ferritin	membrane	was	at	 least	1000	 times	higher.	 It	 is	worth	noting	 that	 the	coating	 solution	did	not	 clog	 the

substrate	pores,	and	crosslinking	was	required	to	minimize	the	 impact	of	the	polymer	solution	and	swelling	 in	solvents.	Gelatin	was	also	used	to	fabricate	UMS	membranes	with	thicknesses	ranging	from	62	to	250 nm	by	Shi	and

coworkers	[28].	 In	 their	work,	 copper	 hydroxide	 nanostrands	were	 sacrificed	 to	 enhance	water	 permeance	 and	 prevented	 the	 penetration	 of	 the	 polymer	 solution	 into	 substrate	 pores	 [28].	 SWCNTs	were	 utilized	 to	 enhance	 the

mechanical	strength	of	these	membranes.	Surprisingly,	the	author	claimed	that	SWCNTs	enhanced	the	flux	and	rejection	rates	of	the	gelatin-based	membranes.	The	tensile	strength	of	the	165 nm	gelatin-SWCNTs	membrane	increased

by	over	100	%,	reaching	up	to	127 MPa.	The	membrane	also	exhibited	a	flux	as	high	as	667 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	alongside	a	high	direct	yellow	rejection	(73	%)	and	a	high	Cyt.	C	rejection	(99	%).	Notably,	this	membrane	presented	good

stability	under	continuous	operation	for	one	week.	In	addition,	the	separation	performance	was	retained	even	after	a	year’s	storage	in	pure	water.

Unlike	polymers,	2D	materials,	such	as	graphene	oxide	and	WS2,	have	attracted	considerable	attention	for	use	in	the	preparation	of	UMS	membranes.	This	is	due	to	their	ability	to	yield	nanochannels	for	molecular	transport

[32–56].	Pore	size	and	concentration	(porosity)	between	the	robust	structures	of	2D	materials	are	tuned	easily	through	the	control	of	nanostrand	diameter,	introducing	a	sacrificial	layer	or	the	incorporation	of	nanotubes.	Huang	and

coworkers	 successfully	 synthesized	 a	 nanostrand-channeled	GO	 (NSC-GO)	membrane	using	 copper	 hydroxide	 nanostrands	 as	 a	 sacrificial	 template	 [36].	Positively	charged	Cu(OH)2	 nanostrands	 that	were	 2.5 nm	 in	 diameter	 and

micrometers	 in	 length	 were	 mixed	 with	 negatively	 charged	 GO	 solutions.	 The	 fine	 intercalation	 of	 Cu(OH)2	 nanostrands	 between	 GO	 sheets	 was	 achieved	 through	 electrostatic	 attraction.	 Thereafter,	 as	 illustrated	 in	 Fig.	 5,	 a

nanochanneled	network	was	formed	upon	acid	removal	of	the	copper	hydroxide	nanostrands.	The	2D	nanostructures	and	nanochannels	between	different	layers	of	GO	resulted	in	a	water	permeance	that	was	at	least	100	times	higher

than	that	of	commercial	membranes.	The	rejection	rate	of	these	high	flux	membranes	was	comparable	to	commercial	membranes.	These	membranes	also	exhibited	excellent	mechanical	properties	under	high	applied	pressures	(up	to

0.4 MPa)	(Fig.	 5).	 By	 increasing	 the	 applied	 pressure	 to	 tailor	 the	 elastic	 deformation	 of	 nanochannels,	 this	 approach	 provided	 possibilities	 to	 tailor	 permeance	 and	 rejection	 rates	 to	 suit	 the	 stringent	 requirements	 of	 industrial

separation	applications	(Fig.	5	III	a).	Moreover,	MD	simulations	predicted	the	quick	restoration	of	deformed	nanochannels	to	their	original	state.

Fig.	4	The	fabrication	process	of	UMS	membranes	through	building	a	sacrificial	layer,	and	the	properties	of	crosslinked	ferritin	membrane	fabricated	by	the	method:	(A)	the	fabrication	process:	(i)	the	formation	of	nanostrand	layer	first,	and	then	the	filtration	of	polymers	combined

with	crosslinking;	(ii)	filtrating	nanostrands	mixed	with	polymers	or	two-dimensional	materials.	(B)	The	cross-section	structure	of	the	crosslinked	ferritin	membrane	[26].	(C)	The	separation	performance	of	protoporphyrin	of	the	crosslinked	ferritin	membrane:	(i)	UV	absorbance	of	the

solution	before	and	after	filtration;	(ii)	the	thickness-dependent	flux	of	the	crosslinked	membrane;	and	(iii)	the	structure	of	protoporphyrin	[26].



In	 addition	 to	nanostrands,	nanodots	 and	nanotubes	have	also	been	deployed	 to	 create	additional	 solvent	passageways	 to	 enhance	 the	porosity	 of	 2D-based	membranes	 [37,55].	By	adjusting	carbon	dot	 sizes	or	nanotube

diameters	between	GO	layers,	the	interval	between	each	GO	layer	can	be	tuned	in	a	precise	manner.	Nanoparticle-pillared	graphene	oxide	membranes	removed	96	%	of	dyes	from	solvents,	and	membrane	permeances	reached	up	to

720 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	 [37,55].	 Other	 than	 carbonaceous	 nanomaterials,	 rigid	MOF	 nanotubes	were	 also	 utilized	 to	 increase	 the	 interval	 spacing	 of	 the	 2D	materials	 and	 improve	 solvent	 permeation	 to	 yield	 novel	UMS	membranes

[125–128].	Ascribing	to	incompatibility,	insoluble	nanomaterials	are	not	preferred	for	the	development	of	polymeric	UMS	membranes.	Polymer	chains	tend	to	wrap	around	insoluble	nanotubes	or	nanodots	as	they	are	significantly	softer

compared	with	rigid	2D	lamellar	layers,	making	it	hard	to	significantly	enhance	membrane	permeance.

3.3	Other	potential	approaches	for	UMS	fabrications
With	the	development	of	advanced	manufacturing	technologies	and	bionics,	 liquid	channels	can	be	developed	with	biomimetic	structures	 [129–135].	This	allows	the	formation	of	an	ultrathin	layer	through	self-assembly,	the

building	 of	 uniform	pores	with	 the	 “breath	 figure,”	 and	 3D	 printing.	 These	 cutting-edge	 technologies	 offer	 diverse	 approaches	 through	which	UMS	membranes	 can	 be	 prepared	 in	 the	 future	 (Fig.	 6)	 [136–183].	 Biomimetic	UMS

membranes	possess	the	ultrahigh	permeance	and	spontaneous	separation	efficiency	of	cell	membranes.	Li	and	coworkers	developed	a	biomimetic	membrane	by	building	an	aquaporin	Z	water	passageway	into	polyethylenimine	(PEI)-

crosslinked	polydopamine	membranes.	The	membranes	exhibited	a	high	NF	separation	performance	under	low	pressures	that	were	as	low	as	1.0 bar,	significantly	reducing	the	energy	consumption	required	for	separation	[129].

Fig.	5	(I)	Process	of	fabricating	nanochannel	GO	membrane.	(II)	The	structure	of	nanochannel	GO	membrane:	(a)	an	SEM	image	of	CHNs	(scale	bar,	200 nm),	(b)	TEM	image	of	GO/CHNs	composite	(scale	bar,	500 nm),	(c)	SEM	image	of	surface	of	GO/CHNs	membrane	(scale	bar,

100 nm),	(d)	cross-section	of	GO/CHNs	membrane	(thickness,	2.17 mm;	scale	bar,	1 mm),	(e)	SEM	image	of	GO/CHNs	membrane	by	direct	EDTA	treatment	(scale	bar,	200 nm),	(f)	SEM	image	of	GO/CHNs	membrane	treated	by	N2H4	for	15 min	(scale	bar,	100 nm),	(g)	SEM	image	of

NSC-GO	membrane	(scale	bar,	200 nm),	(h)	Cross-sectional	view	of	NSC-GO	membrane	(thickness,	2.03 mm;	scale	bar,	1 mm),	and	(i)	cross-sectional	view	of	the	GO	membrane	(thickness,	1.85 mm;	scale	bar,	1 mm).	(III)	The	response	of	NSC-GO	membranes	to	the	applied	pressure:	(a)

Pressure-dependent	flux	and	rejection	of	EB	molecules	for	the	NSC-GO	membrane	under	different	pressures.	The	black	solid	square	and	red	solid	circle	curves	represent	the	flux	variation	during	the	first	and	third	pressure-loading	processes,	respectively.	The	blue	solid	triangle	curve

denotes	the	rejection	rate	of	EB	during	the	first	pressure-loading	process.	All	the	error	bars	are	average	errors	from	five	measurement	data.	(b)	Simulated	changes	in	the	cross-sectional	area	of	the	nanochannels	by	varying	the	applied	pressure.	(c–e)	The	response	of	a	half-cylindrical

GO	nanochannel	modeled	in	an	MD	simulation	[36].



Self-assembly	has	also	been	deployed	in	the	development	of	UMS	membranes	as	this	approach	affords	exquisite	control	over	the	formation	of	selective	layers	and	membrane	porosity.	This	process	is	driven	by	non-covalent	bond

interactions	[137],	such	as	hydrophobic/hydrophilic	interactions	[138–139],	hydrogen-bonding	[140],	π–π	interactions	[141],	ionic	interactions,	etc.	Block	polymers	and	polyelectrolytes	are	conventional	materials	for	self-assembly.	In	the

late	 1990s,	 self-assembly	was	 used	 to	 prepare	 ultrathin	 polymer	membranes	 that	 consisted	 of	 polyelectrolytes	with	 different	 charges	 [142–146].	 Early	 prototypes	 of	 self-assembly	membranes	were	 usually	 synthesized	 on	 porous

templates	with	thicknesses	of	more	than	10 µm.	Emerging	nanomaterials	such	as	graphene	oxide	and	MOF	nanosheets	facilitate	the	self-assembly	of	free-standing	and	ultrathin	membranes	[149–153].	Graphene	oxide	is	by	far	the	most

common	material	for	self-assembled	UMS	membranes.	For	example,	Yang	and	co-workers	prepared	free-standing	graphene	oxide	membranes	and	graphene	oxide/carbon	nanotube	hybrid	membranes	using	an	air-liquid	interface	by

heating	 a	 graphene	 oxide	 hydrosol	 to	 353 K	 [150,151].	Using	 the	 self-assembly	 of	GO	 and	 photochemical	 crosslinkages,	Huang	 et	 al.	 successfully	 prepared	membranes	 consisting	 of	 a	 few	 layers	 of	GO	with	 adjustable	molecular

transportation	[154].	This	approach	can	be	extended	to	build	UMS	membranes	by	using	an	elaborate	self-assembling	material	[155].	Most	recently,	the	shear	alignment	of	the	discotic	nematic	phase	of	graphene	oxide	(GO)	was	utilized

to	fabricate	large	scale	(13 × 14 cm2)	UMS	membranes	by	using	solution	casting	with	a	 lab-scale	doctor	blade	 [182].	This	 large-area	GO	membrane	demonstrated	a	water	permeance	of	more	 than	60 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	 for	various	dye

solutions	with	high	rejection	(>90	%)	to	charged	and	uncharged	dyes	with	hydrated	radii	above	5 Å.	More	importantly,	this	work	is	a	crucial	step	towards	the	scale-up	production	and	commercialization	of	UMS	membranes	[182].

Other	new	manufacturing	technologies	that	can	be	used	to	fabricate	membranes	include	the	“breath	figure”	method,	3D	printing	and	electrophoretic	gating	of	molecules	on	the	membrane	surface.	Membranes	formed	using

these	 new	 technologies	 have	 a	 high	 density	 of	 unblocked,	 uniform	 pores	 [159–183].	 Unfortunately,	 the	 pores	 of	 such	 membranes	 are	 typically	 very	 large,	 rendering	 the	 resultant	 membranes	 unsuitable	 for	 UMS	 applications.

Improvements	 in	 these	 technologies	 and	 the	 discovery	 of	 new	materials	 are	 crucial	 for	 deploying	 these	 technologies	 for	 UMS	membrane	 production,	 particularly	 3D	 printing.	 Unlike	 conventional	 membranes,	 the	 geometry	 of

membranes	fabricated	by	3D	printing	can	be	easily	tailored	through	the	manufacturing	of	a	sacrificial	mold	to	require	higher	degrees	of	freedom	for	different	applications	 [164–166].	However,	current	membranes	fabricated	by	3D

Fig.	6	(I)	Typical	self-assembly	process	of	BCP	membranes	with	ultra-uniform/regular	pores:	(a)	Schematics	of	NBCB-b-NBPLA.	Blue	rod-shaped	objects	represent	the	cyanobiphenyl	mesogens,	while	the	blue	plane	is	the	intermaterial	dividing	surface	(IMDS).	CB6	is	the	free

mesogen	introduced	into	the	system	to	accelerate	the	kinetics	of	the	magnetic	field	alignment.	(b)	Magnetic	alignment	occurs	subject	to	the	positive	anisotropy	and	homogeneous	anchoring	of	the	mesogens	leading	to	the	orientation	of	cylindrical	domains	along	the	field.	(c)	The

system	can	be	successively	UV	crosslinked	yielding	mechanically	robust	films.	(d)	Subsequent	PLA	etching	from	the	aligned	material	results	in	a	large-area	nonporous	membrane	over	mm-scale	thicknesses	[148].	The	pores	of	some	kinds	of	BCP	membranes	can	be	controlled	through

thermal	treatment	[148],	pH	adjustment	[147]	and	the	deposition	of	nanoparticles	[136].	(II)	The	geometries	of	membranes	fabricated	by	3D	printing	[166]:	(a)	Schwarz-D,	(b)	Schoen-G,	and	(c)	Schwarz-P.	The	designed	thickness	of	each	membrane	is	1 mm,	as	depicted	in	the	CAD

images	(far	left).	The	independent	channel	sides	are	depicted	in	the	middle-right	column:	gas	channel	in	black	and	liquid	channel	in	cyan.	To	prevent	displacement	of	the	separated	channels	in	the	molding	process,	a	bottom	plate	is	added,	which	is	shown	in	white.	Photos	of	rapidly

prototyped	sacrificial	molds	are	shown	in	the	middle-right	column	next	to	the	resulting	PDMS	membranes	after	the	removal	of	the	sacrificial	mold	(far	right).	The	3D	printing	techniques	have	the	potential	to	fabricate	PDMS	membranes	of	virtually	any	desired	shape	[166].	(III)	The

typical	fabrication	process	of	the	“breath	figure”	method	[158].	(IV)	The	typical	pore	structure	of	membranes	fabricated	through	the	“breath	figure”	method	[159].	SEM	images	of	a	typical	ordered	membrane	with	pores,	prepared	from	1 mg/mL	of	PS-b-PDMAEMA	solution	in	CS2	at

an	air/ice	interface.	The	airflow	speed	was	4 L/min.	(a)	Top,	(b)	bottom,	and	(c)	cross-section.	(d)	The	membrane	transferred	onto	a	piece	of	dense	nanofiber	mesh.	Since	the	water	droplet	ordered	arrangement	induces	the	formation	of	the	pores,	the	membranes	fabricated	through	the

breath	figure	method	usually	have	uniform	and	regular	pores,	which	is	desirable	for	obtaining	a	high	separation	performance	[159].



printing	are	thick	[164,166].	The	requirement	of	ultrathin	selective	layers	prevents	the	use	of	3D	printing	in	producing	the	desired	UMS	membranes.	Another	key	for	using	3D	printing	to	produce	UMS	membranes	is	to	develop	suitable

polymeric	membrane	materials	that	can	be	used	in	3D	printers.

4	UMS	membrane	materials
Significant	effort	has	been	devoted	to	developing	UMS	membranes	using	conventional	polymeric	materials	and	2D	materials	(Table	1).	The	ultrahigh	permeance	of	UMS	membranes	produced	from	conventional	polymers	is	due

to	nanometer-thin	selective	layers,	large	pore	sizes	(∼2 nm)	and	additional	porosity.	These	polymers	are	chosen	also	because	of	their	intrinsic	high	rejection	rates	that	are	similar	to	UF	membranes.	At	this	point,	it	is	important	to	show

that	the	ultrahigh	permeances	of	UMS	membranes	are	solely	attributed	to	their	physical	configuration	–	highly	porous	ultrathin	films.	The	permeabilities	of	these	ultrathin	UMS	membranes	are	lower	than	100	×	10−6 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	m,

comparable	with	their	thicker	analogues	[24–29,57].	This	infers	that	the	ultrahigh	permeance	of	polymeric	UMS	membranes	is	strongly	dependent	on	membrane	thickness.	Interestingly,	crosslinked	ferritin-based	UMS	membranes

demonstrated	 an	 ultrahigh	 pure	water	 permeability	 of	 540	×	 10−6 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	m,	with	 a	 high	 rejection	 of	 dyes	 (protoporphyrin	 and	 direct	 yellow)	 in	 dilute	 systems.	 This	UMS	membrane	 had	 a	 controlled	 high	 porosity,	 high

hydrophilicity,	 small	 pore	 size,	 and	an	ultrathin	 selective	 layer	 [26].	 The	ultrahigh	water	 permeability	 deviates	 from	 the	Hagen-Poiseuille	 equation.	 This	 can	be	 ascribed	 to	 the	 substantially	 smaller	membrane	pore	 size	diameter

(<1 nm).	Additionally,	 the	compatibility	between	ferritin	and	water	may	also	account	 for	 the	ultrahigh	permeances.	Clearly,	 the	key	to	yielding	high	quality	UMS	polymeric	membranes	 is	 the	 technology	responsible	 for	 fabricating

ultrathin	films.

Unlike	polymers,	 2D	materials	 comprise	 rigid	 lamellar	 layers.	 Solvents	 can	pass	 through	 the	pores	 of	 lamellar	 layers,	 the	 edges	 of	 adjacent	 2D	materials	 and	 the	nanochannels	 that	 are	 created	 through	 functionalization

[32–56,58,62–63,74–76].	The	rejection	performance	depends	on	the	interval	between	two	lamellar	layers,	surface	charge	and	the	total	number	of	lamellar	layers,	i.e.,	membrane	thickness.	The	permeances	of	UMS	membranes	based	on

2D	materials	are	less	dependent	on	membrane	thickness.	This	is	because	nanochannels	for	molecular	transportation	are	easier	to	create	in	2D	materials	by	adjusting	the	lamellar	layer	size,	pore	etching,	incorporating	nanostrands	and

enlarging	lamellar	layer	intervals	[32–37,52–56,74–76].	Therefore,	UMS	membranes	made	from	2D	material	are	usually	several	micrometers	thick.	This	allows	for	fine	adjustments	in	UMS	membranes	where	permeabilities	are	between

100 ∼ –	and	2600	×	10−6 L m−2 h−1 bar−1m,	while	the	rejection	performance	is	similar	to	NF	(0.5 ∼ –2 nm)	membranes	(Table	1)	[32–37,52–56,74–76].

4.1	Polymeric	materials	for	UMS	membranes
Polymers	are	the	most	commonly	utilized	material	to	fabricate	separation	membranes.	This	is	ascribed	to	their	low	cost	and	ease	of	scaling-up.	Considering	the	requirement	of	thin	selective	layers	(1 nm	to	–500 nm)	in	UMS

membranes,	polymeric	materials	must	be	robust	enough	to	demonstrate	high	mechanical	stability	and	efficient	separation.	Apart	from	crosslinked	ferritin	membranes,	Deng	et	al.	developed	anionic	charged	UMS	membranes	by	coating

sulfonated	polyetherketone	decorated	with	cardo	groups	on	a	layer	of	copper	hydroxide	nanostrands	above	a	PTFE	substrate	[25].	Additional	water	passageways	within	this	85 nm	membrane	were	created	by	etching	the	nanostrands.

The	water	 flux	 of	 this	membrane	 reached	 3306 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	with	 high	 rejection	 performance	 towards	 negatively	 charged	 solutes.	 Recently,	 Peinemann	 et	 al.	 developed	 10 nm	UMS	membranes	with	 functionalized	 cellulose	 by

combining	the	processes	of	spin-coating	and	phase	inversion,	showcasing	the	first	UMS	membrane	developed	using	conventional	economical	polymers.	The	membranes	exhibited	pure	water	permeances	as	high	as	700 L m−2 h−1 bar−1,

and	the	selective	layer	was	transferred	onto	various	supports.	These	functionalized	cellulose	UMS	membranes	demonstrated	unique	selective	separation	performance	to	organic	molecules	with	nearly	100	%	rejection	to	Reactive	Black-

5	and	no	rejection	(0	%)	to	vitamin	B12	[57].	Apart	from	applications	in	aqueous	solutions,	polymeric	UMS	membranes	can	also	be	deployed	in	organic	solvents.	Nanometer-thin	polymeric	selective	layers	were	used	for	organic	solvent

nanofiltration.	These	ultrathin	membranes	were	supported	on	both	crosslinked	polymeric	substrates	and	ceramic	substrates	 [184,185].	The	 traditional	 interfacial	polymerization	 technique	was	combined	with	 the	etching-coating	of

nanostrands	to	enhance	solvent	permeance.	A	20-nm-thick	polyacrylate	membrane	on	a	crosslinked	polyimide	substrate	built	by	conventional	interfacial	polymerization	techniques	exhibited	pure	acetone	permeances	as	high	as	8.4 L m
−2 h−1 bar−1.	This	was	due	to	an	enhanced	microporosity	and	higher	interconnectivity	of	intermolecular	network	voids.	The	acetone	permeance	of	this	state-of-the-art	polymeric	UMS	membrane	was	nearly	70	times	higher	than	that	of

DuraMem	DM150	membranes	 –	 a	 common	 commercial	NF	membrane	 (0.12 L m−2 h−1 bar−1)	 [184,185].	Most	 interestingly,	 94 nm-thick	 polyamide	membranes	 fabricated	 using	 the	 etching-coating	 process	 exhibited	 a	 pure	 acetone

permeance	 415	 times	 higher	 than	 that	 of	 DuraMem	DM150	membranes	with	 a	MWCO	below	 246 g mol−1.	 This	 drastic	 improvement	 in	 acetone	 permeance	 and	 excellent	 selectivity	was	 attributed	 to	 a	 crumpled	 structure,	 DMF

activation	and	additional	passageways	created	by	etching	sacrificial	nanostrands	[185].

Block	copolymers	 (BCP)	are	also	potentially	useful	 for	 the	 fabrication	of	UMS	membranes.	These	polymers	can	 form	a	high	concentration	of	uniform	regular	pores	 in	ultrathin	 films	 [21,186–195].	Recent	breakthroughs	 in

polymer	science	show	that	the	sub-10 nm	pore	sizes	in	self-assembled	BCPs	can	be	tuned	with	external	stimuli,	representing	a	significant	advance	relative	to	current	research.	Peinemann	et	al.	prepared	switchable	pH-responsive	BCP

membranes.	The	pore	sizes	of	these	membranes	were	reduced	to	below	10 nm	at	a	pH	of	2	[147].	Russell	et	al.	reported	that	18 nm	continuous	nanopores	on	self-assembled	polystyrene-b-poly(methyl	methacrylate)	(PS-b-PMMA)	films

could	be	reduced	to	8 nm	by	swelling	the	PMMA	microdomains	 [192].	Osuji	et	al.	 reported	 thermally	switchable	aligned	nanopores	 in	magnetic-field	directed	self-assembled	BCPs	 [148].	However,	additional	studies	are	required	 to

determine	the	water	flux	and	size-dependent	solute	rejection	properties	of	these	materials.	Aside	from	these	smart	strategies,	techniques	such	as	coating	or	the	incorporation	of	nanomaterials	may	also	be	an	effective	way	to	reduce	the



pore	sizes	of	BCP-based	membranes.	The	pores	of	poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine)	(PS-b-P4VP)	BCP	membranes	were	reduced	by	an	electroless	gold	deposition.	The	pore	sizes	were	tuned	between	3 nm	and	20 nm,	demonstrating	its

potential	for	UMS	membrane	fabrication	[136,194].

Inspired	by	PIM-based	UMS	membranes,	another	class	of	polymers	that	can	be	used	to	fabricate	UMS	membranes	are	those	with	a	high	free	volume	content.	Examples	of	such	polymers	include	PDMS,	PTMSP	and	PMP.	The

main	issues	hampering	the	deployment	of	PDMS,	PTMSP	and	PMP	as	UMS	membranes	are	their	high	hydrophobicity	and	swelling	or	dissolution	in	non-polar	solvents	[196–202].	The	incorporation	of	porous	nanoparticles	may	enhance

solvent	permeance	and	limit	the	swelling	of	such	materials,	thus,	promoting	the	possibility	of	the	application	of	these	materials	in	UMS	membrane	fabrication	[84,196–203].

Biomimetic	 membranes	 also	 exhibit	 extremely	 high	 selectivity-permeability	 combinations,	 qualifying	 them	 as	 UMS	 membranes.	 Typically,	 these	 membranes	 are	 achieved	 by	 incorporating	 biological	 structures,	 such	 as

aquaporin,	and	the	construction	of	structures	that	mimic	or	are	inspired	by	biological	membranes	[60,84,129].	Ling	et	al.	designed	an	ordered	multilayer	membrane	with	nanoporous	features	by	combining	protein	(silk)	self-assembly

and	in	situ	biomineralization	[60].	The	thickness	of	these	membranes	were	finely	tailored	by	adjusting	film	formation	time.	These	7 µm-thick	biomimetic	membranes	showed	ultrahigh	permeances	of	up	to	1250 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	and	nearly

100	%	rejection	to	dyes	such	as	Brilliant	Blue	G,	Brilliant	Blue	R,	Rhodamine	B	and	Congo	Red.	These	membranes	also	demonstrated	high	mechanical	strength	and	were	also	effective	for	heavy	metal	ion	removal	from	aqueous	media.

Interestingly,	the	cost	of	the	biomimetic	membranes	is	comparable	with	cellulose	nanocrystal	materials.	The	work	of	Ling	et	al.	showcased	an	efficient	manufacturing	approach	to	produce	biomimetic	UMS	membranes	using	peptides

and	proteins.	This	broadens	the	scope	of	UMS	membrane	materials	while	making	it	possible	to	deploy	biomimetic	membranes	in	a	wide	range	of	applications.

In	summary,	the	development	of	advanced	membrane	manufacturing	techniques	and	continuous	focus	on	this	field	is	crucial	to	develop	UMS	membranes.	Many	existing	polymeric	materials	can	be	utilized	to	fabricate	UMS

membranes	with	excellent	comprehensive	performance,	including	high	porosity,	an	ultrathin	selective	layer,	small	pore	size,	narrow	pore	size	distribution,	ultrahigh	permeance,	high	rejection	and	high	anti-fouling	performance.

4.2	2D	materials:	an	emerging	UMS	membrane	material
Laminated	2D	materials	have	a	thickness	of	a	few	atoms,	vigorous	pores	between	different	layers	and	high	mechanical	strength	[32–55].	These	properties	differentiate	them	from	other	materials	and	are	key	requirements	for

fabricating	UMS	membranes.	Intervals	between	the	lamellar	layers	provide	solvent	passageways	and	play	crucial	roles	in	solute	rejection	[32–37,52–53,55–46,62,74–76].	The	pore	size,	porosity	and	thickness	of	the	membranes	can	be

tailored	through	adjustments	in	the	intervals	between	lamellar	layers,	size	of	lamellar	layers	and	content	of	filtration	solutions	during	membrane	fabrication	[32–37,52–53,55–56,62].	Pores	can	be	etched	in	2D	materials	using	strong

oxidants	[35],	enhancing	membrane	porosity.

Since	 graphene	was	 discovered	 by	 Geim,	 et	 al.	 in	 2004	 [204],	 2D	materials	 have	 gained	 significant	 attention	 because	 of	 their	 electronic	 properties,	 high	 specific	 surface	 area	 and	 excellent	mechanical	 strength.	 Liquid

transportation	across	graphene	or	graphene	oxide	is	a	widely	studied	topic	 in	the	area	of	membrane	science.	For	example,	Han	and	coworkers	developed	25 ∼ –53 nm	thin	UMS	membranes	by	controlling	the	content	of	chemically

converted	graphene.	 Interestingly,	 these	membranes	displayed	over	99	%	rejection	 to	most	organic	dyes	and	a	high	water	permeance	of	21.4 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	[32].	Once	single-layer	graphene	was	deployed	as	 the	selective	 layer	of

molecular	separation	membranes,	[40]	it	exhibited	a	salt	rejection	rate	of	nearly	100	%	and	a	water	permeance	of	up	to	25.2 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	(70 g m−2 s−1 atm−1)	at	40 °C.	Compared	with	graphene,	graphene	oxide	(GO)	is	substantially

more	hydrophilic	by	nature,	leading	to	a	higher	water	permeance.	GO	is	negatively	charged,	easier	to	disperse	in	water,	and	functionalizable	for	further	modification;	additionally,	it	possesses	nanoscale	wrinkles	and	structural	defects.

These	characteristics	of	sub-micrometer	GO	sheets	are	attributed	to	the	presence	of	oxygen-containing	functional	groups	existing	as	epoxy,	hydroxyl	and	carboxyl	groups,	rendering	GO	more	suitable	for	USM	membrane	production.

Qiu	et	al.	reported	the	pressure-driven	separation	performance	of	thermally	corrugated	GO	membranes	with	an	elevated	water	permeance	of	45 L m−2 h−1 bar−1.	Microscopic	wrinkles	in	these	GO	membranes	behaved	like	additional

nanochannels,	achieving	a	high	permeance	and	selectivity	[33].	Ying	et	al.	etched	pores	on	lamellar	GO	nanosheets	via	the	re-oxidation	of	pristine	GO	sheets	with	KMnO4.	Interestingly,	the	graphene	oxide	sheets	decreased	and	more

mesoporous,	enhancing	the	nanochannels	between	lamellar	GO	layers.	These	membranes	demonstrated	an	excellent	separation	performance	of	88.5	%	rejection	for	Evan's	blue	(EB)	with	a	water	permeance	of	191 L m−2 h−1 bar−1,

which	is	nearly	3	times	higher	than	pristine	GO	membranes	[35].	Generating	nanochanneled	GO	membranes	through	a	sacrificial	layer	has	proven	to	be	a	more	efficient	way	to	enhance	the	water	permeance	of	GO-based	membranes.

By	incorporating	and	etching	nanostrands	in	the	GO	selective	layer,	additional	water	passageways	were	formed.	Similarly,	the	intervals	between	monolayers	of	2D	materials	can	also	be	adjusted	by	embedding	nanodots	or	nanotubes	as

mentioned	above.	These	approaches	enhanced	the	permeance	of	GO	membranes	by	up	to	492 L m−2 h−1.	By	incorporating	carbon	nanodots	between	GO	sheets,	Wang	et	al.	obtained	water	permeances	as	high	as	439 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	in	a

GO	composite	that	rejected	96	%	of	Rhodamine	[37].	Other	2D	materials	were	also	deployed	to	fabricate	the	UMS	membranes	[53,54,58].	Laminar	MoS2	sheets	with	single	atom	thickness	exhibited	a	water	permeance	of	245 L h−1 m
−2 bar−1.	This	is	three	times	higher	than	that	of	pristine	GO	membranes	with	a	comparable	rejection	performance	to	the	Evans	blue	molecules	(89	%).	High	mechanical	strength	and	good	chemical	stability	imbue	such	membranes	with

the	capability	to	operate	under	harsh	conditions	of	continuous	high	pressures	of	up	to	1.0 MPa	without	deforming	the	nanochannels	[52].	Compared	with	the	pristine	GO	and	MoS2	membranes,	WS2	membranes	showed	a	substantially

higher	water	permeance	of	over	700 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	with	a	high	mechanical	strength	and	similar	retention	performance	[53].

Other	2D	material	options	include	layered	transition	metal	oxides	(TMOs),	transition	metal	dichalcogenides	(TMDs),	layered	silicates	and	clays.	These	nanomaterials	can	be	used	to	generate	monolayered	and	multiple-atom



layered	2D	materials	[205–229].	Many	challenges	still	exist	regarding	the	use	of	2D	materials	for	the	scale-up	production	of	UMS	membranes.	The	lack	of	low-cost	2D	materials	inhibit	their	deployment	in	the	large-scale	manufacture	of

UMS	membranes.	The	dispersion	and	size	 tailoring	of	2D	materials	prolong	 the	membrane	 fabrication	process,	making	 it	non-trivial	 to	work	with	 these	materials.	Most	2D	material-based	selective	 layers	of	UMS	membranes	are

fabricated	via	a	reduced	pressure	coating-etching.	These	selective	layers	are	unstable	when	the	membranes	are	applied	in	cross-flow	mode	[32–55].	Therefore,	more	efforts	should	be	made	to	overcome	these	issues	so	that	stable	2D-

based	UMS	membranes	can	be	fabricated	for	pilot-scale	tests	and	potential	commercialization.

4.3	Other	promising	emerging	materials
In	addition	to	polymeric	and	2D	materials,	freestanding	diamond	such	as	carbon	(DLC)	nanosheets	were	developed	as	UMS	membranes	through	plasma	chemical	vapor	deposition	(CVD)	by	Karan	and	coworkers	[31]	(Fig.	7).	A

10 ∼ –40 nm	thin	selective	 layer	made	up	of	carbon	was	successfully	deposited	on	alumina	substrates	that	were	pre-coated	with	sacrificial	nanostrands.	When	the	sacrificial	 layer	was	removed	by	ethanol,	an	ultrathin,	porous	free-

standing	 DLC	membrane	 with	 high	mechanical	 strength	 was	 formed.	 These	 thin	 DLC	membranes	 rejected	 over	 90	%	 of	 small	 molecules,	 such	 as	 azobenzene	 (0.69 nm,	 182.2 g mol−1)	 and	 fluorescein-4-isothiocyanate	 (1.28 nm,

389.4 g mol−1).	With	a	similar	rejection	rate	to	commercial	SRNF	membranes,	the	solvent	flux	of	these	DLC	membranes	depended	on	the	solvent	viscosity,	ranging	from	48 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	to	477 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	[31].	The	fluxes	of	these

membranes	are	600–2500	times	higher	than	commercial	SRNF	membranes.	In	addition,	Si-based	and	ceramic-based	ultrathin	selective	layers	are	also	potential	structures	for	generating	UMS	membranes	using	the	CVD	technique.

[20,230–232].

Porous	nanoparticles	also	provide	an	efficient	way	to	tailor	pore	size	and	shape	to	achieve	a	narrow	pore	size	distribution	that	enhances	permeability	and	selectivity	[84].	Porous	materials	with	high	surface	area	ratios	such	as

metal	organic	frameworks	(MOFs)	[233–238],	covalent	organic	frameworks	(COFs)	[61,239–242],	conjugated	microporous	polymers	(CMPs)	[243,244]	and	porous	aromatic	frameworks	(PAFs)	[199–202,245,246]	also	demonstrated	great

potential	in	the	manufacturing	of	UMS	membranes.	These	materials	have	an	exceptionally	high	porosity,	high	specific	surface	area,	uniform	but	tunable	pore	size	and	well-defined	molecular	adsorption	site	properties.	The	high	specific

surface	area	and	strong	absorption	performance	endow	these	materials	with	a	high	separation	performance	in	the	removal	of	organic	solutes	from	water	or	other	solvents.	The	intrinsic	pores	of	these	materials	facilitate	easier	solvent

transport	while	hindering	the	movement	of	polymer	chains	 in	mixed	matrix	membranes.	This	overcomes	the	physical	aging	 in	super	glassy	polymer	membranes	 fabricated	from	PTMSP,	PMP	and	PIMs	 [199–202].	This	new	class	of

nanoporous	materials	have	garnered	significant	interest,	particularly	in	membrane	separation	and	purification	applications.	Attempts	have	been	made	to	fabricate	mixed	matrix	membranes	containing	MOF	additives	[59,247–254].	The

small	pore	size	of	ZIF	and	the	thick	selective	layers	lead	to	membranes	with	poor	cut-off	properties.	Hence,	hydrostable	nanoporous	materials	with	suitable	pore	sizes	must	be	deployed	in	ultrathin	polymeric	films	to	fully	optimize	the

advantages	of	these	materials	in	UMS	membranes.	Zhang	et	al.	constructed	MOF-hybrid	membranes	through	the	coordination-driven	in	situ	self-assembly	of	poly(sodium	4-styrenesulfonate)	(PSS)	and	ZIF-8	[29].	They	reported	that	the

self-assembling	conditions	of	MOFs	influenced	the	membrane	separation	performance.	The	particle	size	of	ZIF-8	was	reduced	by	increasing	the	concentration	of	ZIF-8	precursors,	such	as	Zn(NO3)2.	This	enhanced	methyl	blue	(MB)

Fig.	7	The	process	of	manufacturing	diamond-like	carbon	membranes	through	CVD	and	their	performance:	(I)	the	fabrication	process;	(II)	the	separation	performance,	(A)	viscosity	dependent	flux,	(B)	UV	absorbance	before	and	after	filtration;	and	(III)	the	cross-section	structure	of

diamond-like	carbon	membranes	[31].



rejection	while	decreasing	water	permeance.	When	the	concentration	of	Zn(NO3)2	was	0.05 mol L−1,	these	ZIF-8/PSS	membranes	demonstrated	water	permeances	as	high	as	26.5 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	with	a	98.6	%	MB	removal	rate	[59].	In

addition	to	ZIF-8,	UiO-66,	a	hydro-	and	chemical-stable	MOF	is	also	preferred	for	UMS	membranes	[255–257].	The	post-synthetic	exchange	of	metal	ions	from	Zr	to	Ti	or	Hf	can	tune	the	pore	size	of	UiO-66	to	suit	various	applications

[258,259].	Moreover,	the	pore	size	and	dispersion	of	UiO-66	in	polymer	matrices	can	also	be	tailored	with	different	ligands	[257],	functionalization	[260,261]	and	grafting	water-soluble	polymers	[262].

Self-supporting	membranes	derived	from	these	nanoporous	materials	are	ideal	UMS	membranes	[61,84].	The	ultrahigh	porosity	and	narrow	pore	size	distribution	of	these	materials	can	yield	ultrapermeable	membranes	that	are

highly	selective.	However,	these	membranes	are	often	plagued	by	poor	mechanical	strength	and	intrinsic	or	external	defects	[84].	Key	to	producing	UMS	membranes	using	nanoporous	materials	is	to	minimize	defects	[84].	Kandambeth

and	coauthors	developed	a	290 μm	self-supporting	COF	membrane	 [61]	 that	exhibited	99	%	rejection	to	vitamin	B12	(MW = 1344 Da)	and	81	%	rejection	 to	 tetracycline	 (MW = 444 Da),	an	antimicrobial	drug.	With	 large	amounts	of

intrinsic	pores,	this	COF	membrane	demonstrated	an	acetonitrile	permeance	of	180 L m−2 h−1 bar−1	(a	permeability	of	52200 L m−2 h−1 bar−1 m).	This	is	twice	as	large	as	those	of	existing	polyamide-based	NF	membranes	[61].	Because	of

well-organized,	ordered	pores	within	the	COF	structure	and	ultrahigh	chemical	and	structural	stabilities,	the	COF	membranes	demonstrate	a	high	permeability	to	organic	solvents	and	high	selectivity.	This	offers	a	solution	to	address

both	environmental	problems	and	issues	in	pharmaceutical	production	[61].

Liquid	crystalline	materials,	especially	liquid	crystal	polymers,	can	yield	membranes	with	high	fluxes	[263–266].	Liquid	crystal	polymer	chains	can	be	homeotropically	aligned	in	a	direction	that	is	parallel	to	molecular	transport.

This	unique	property	of	 liquid	crystal	polymers	can	also	be	used	to	orient	nanotubes	in	the	direction	of	molecular	transport	across	the	membrane.	The	approach	of	using	membranes	fabricated	from	liquid	crystals	has	so	far	been

demonstrated	on	RO	membranes	for	desalination	only	[263–266].	The	rejection	of	these	membranes	is	high;	however,	their	permeances	are	insufficient	to	process	the	large	quantities	of	feed	mixtures	in	industry.	The	main	issues	with

these	membranes	include	a	thick	selective	layer	and	a	lack	of	nanochannels	in	the	membranes	for	water	transport.

The	rapid	development	of	nanotechnology	and	advanced	membrane	fabrication	methodologies	coupled	with	exciting	advances	in	materials	development	open	up	a	plethora	of	combinations	and	opportunities	to	fabricate	UMS

membranes	with	excellent	properties.	However,	 it	must	be	kept	 in	mind	that	each	material	 inherently	has	unique	properties	and	 its	own	set	of	problems.	Based	on	membrane	properties	such	as	permeance,	rejection,	mechanical

strength,	membrane	stability	and	cost,	the	possibility	of	using	various	cutting-edge	materials	to	scale-up	the	production	of	UMS	membranes	is	summarized	and	evaluated	in	Table	2.	For	instance,	the	high	pore	density	and	uniform	pore

size	distribution	of	BCP	membranes	 lead	 to	ultrahigh	permeability	 [21,186–195].	However,	 it	 is	hard	 to	 tailor	 the	mean	effective	pore	 size	below	5 nm	[21,186–195],	 and	 the	 significant	 cost	 of	BCPs	hampers	 the	 commercialization

potential	of	these	membranes.	Therefore,	the	technology-readiness	level	of	BCP-based	UMS	membranes	is	believed	to	be	low.	Compared	with	BCPs,	graphene	or	graphene	oxide	appears	to	be	more	feasible	for	use	in	UMS	membranes.

This	is	because	the	nanochannels	between	GO	layers	for	solvent	transport	are	easier	to	create	and	manipulate.	This	can	be	achieved	by	adjusting	inter-lamellar	layer	distance,	pore	etching,	incorporating	nanostrands	and	enlarging

lamellar	layer	intervals	[32–37,52–53,55–56,62].	Thermal	reduction	can	also	be	deployed	to	obtain	robust	carbonaceous	composite	GO-based	membranes	containing	graphene	quantum	dots	(GQDs)	and	thermally	reduced	graphene	oxide

(TRG)	(GQDs-TRG).	Similar	to	other	GO	membranes	with	nanochannels,	the	GQDs-TRG	membranes	demonstrated	an	excellent	long-term	continuous	separation	performance	in	cross-flow	mode	with	a	water	permeance	of	2000  ± 70 L m
−2 h−1 bar−1	and	high	rejection	to	EB	(96 ± 0.2	%).	More	importantly,	these	GQDs-TRG	selective	layers	were	stable	even	after	10 min	of	strong	sonication,	promoting	the	possible	application	of	these	UMS	membranes	in	harsh	operating

conditions.	The	high	cost	of	GO	membranes	coupled	with	complicated	processes	to	produce	stable	graphene	oxides	continue	to	hamper	their	applications.	Hence,	the	technology-readiness	level	and	potential	of	graphene/graphene

oxide-based	materials	to	be	manufactured	as	UMS	membranes	is	marked	as	medium.

Table	2	Materials	that	are	possible	to	be	developed	as	selective	layer	of	UMS	membranes.

Materials	type Fabrication	method Advantages Technology	readiness
level

Typical	references

Polymers Porous	polymers	(NF) Evaporating-coating High	selectivity	&	high	permeance	to	heptane Medium [17]

Polymers	with	nanochannels	etched	by	nanostrands	(UF) Filtration-coating Ultra	high	permeability Medium [25,27–29]

Polymers	with	porous	additives	(COFs,	MOFs,	PAFs)	(NF) Coating/Assembly High	Selectivity Medium [59,201–203,251–252]

BCPs	(UF) Breath-figure Uniform	pores	with	high	permeable
properties

Far [21,147,148]

Biomimetic	polymer	or	polymers	with	biomimetic	additives
(NF)

Filtration-coating-
crosslinking

Ultrahigh	permeability	and	high	selectivity Near [26,60,129]

Other	polymers	(UF/NF) Spin-coating High	permeability Medium [57,166]



Free-standing	COFs	or	MOFs	membranes	(NF) Evaporating High	permeability	and	selectivity Medium [61,254]

2D	materials Graphene/Graphene	oxide	(NF) Filtration-coating High	selectivity Far [32,35]

Graphene/Graphene	oxide	with	nanochannels	(NF) Filtration-coating High	selectivity	and	high	permeability Medium [36,37,55,62]

Other	2D	materials	(NF)	with	nanochannels Filtration-coating High	selectivity	and	high	permeability Medium [52,53,58]

Other
materials

Carbon	or	Si-based	materials	(NF) CVD/3D	printing High	selectivity	and	high	permeability Medium [31,169,181]

Liquid	crystal	materials Transcription	method High	selectivity Far [263–266]

Janus	membranes Surface	modifications High	permeability Far [275,276]

5	Outlook—challenges	overhead
The	 lack	of	advances	 in	material	sciences	and	 the	development	of	 fabrication	 techniques	are	 the	basic	and	most	 important	challenges	 that	 impede	 the	progression	of	UMS	membranes.	 In	addition,	 the	exploration	of	new

applications	especially	for	dilute	system	separations	can	accelerate	the	progression	of	UMS	membranes.	Currently,	only	a	few	types	of	polymers	and	2D	materials	are	suitable	for	the	fabrication	of	UMS	membranes	using	the	coating-

etching	 method	 or	 phase	 inversion-coating	 method.	 Biomimetic	 materials,	 block-copolymers,	 liquid	 crystals	 and	 porous	 frameworks,	 such	 as	 MOFs,	 COFs,	 and	 PAFs,	 are	 alternative	 building	 blocks	 for	 UMS	 membranes

[184–193,230–263].	Unfortunately,	 the	costs	of	 these	materials	remain	high,	 inhibiting	the	scale-up	production	of	 low-cost	UMS	membranes.	Cutting-edge	technologies	such	as	3D	printing,	“breath	figures”	and	 the	electrophoretic

gating	of	molecules	at	membrane	surfaces	may	provide	more	choices	to	control	pore	formation	in	UMS	membranes	[143–183].

A	good	theoretical	separation	model	is	required	to	predict	mass	transfer	across	membranes	and	provide	guidance	to	designing	UMS	membranes.	A	lack	of	suitable	characterization	techniques	to	precisely	measure	pore	size

distribution,	porosity	and	membrane	thickness	curtails	the	design	of	UMS	membranes	and	the	quantitative	analysis	of	mass	transfer	across	UMS	membranes.	According	to	standard	fluid	dynamics,	the	Hagen-Poiseuille	equation	is

useful	for	predicting	the	flux	of	UMS	membranes	and	analyze	the	crucial	factors	that	affect	the	flux.	However,	it	is	extremely	difficult	to	find	a	basic	theory	that	predicts	a	flux	value	that	is	consistent	with	the	experimental	results

because	 fluid	 flow	 through	a	nanosized	pore	 is	 an	extremely	 complicated	 system.	 In	addition	 to	 the	conformation	of	pores,	 the	 fluid	 should	be	a	 laminar	 flow	 through	cylindrical	pores	 in	an	 incompressible	and	Newtonian	mode

according	to	the	Hagen-Poiseuille	law.	If	the	liquid	velocity	through	the	pores	or	the	diameter	of	the	pores	exceeds	a	threshold,	laminar	flow	becomes	turbulent	flow.	This	may	occur	in	UMS	membranes	because	of	their	unique	pore	size

and	ultrafast	fluid	flux.	Therefore,	advanced	fluid	dynamics	should	be	developed	to	consider	the	unique	properties	of	UMS	membranes,	in	which	molecular	simulation	may	play	a	key	role	[267–271].	There	remains	plenty	of	challenges

to	overcome	to	clarify	the	reasons	behind	ultrafast	mass	transfer	across	UMS	membranes,	which	is	the	key	to	providing	guidance	to	the	design	of	advanced	UMS	membranes.

Currently,	the	main	research	thrusts	in	the	field	of	UMS	membranes	are	focused	on	yielding	ultrafast	flux	and	high	rejection	rates	of	UMS	membranes.	Taking	practical	applications	of	UMS	membranes	into	consideration,	one

should	also	focus	on	the	impacts	of	module	design,	concentration	polarization	and	other	properties,	such	as	the	anti-fouling	performance	and	mechanical	strength.	Most	works	have	utilized	the	dead-end	test,	precluding	the	effects	of

concentration	polarization	and	membrane	fouling.	More	results	obtained	from	cross-flow	tests	should	be	reported	to	gauge	the	feasibility	of	using	UMS	membranes	in	turbulent	operating	conditions.	At	the	same	time,	the	compatibility

between	ultra-thin	selective	 layers	and	supports,	and	mechanical	 stability	of	UMS	membrane	will	be	challenged	by	 the	shear	strength	during	 the	cross-flow	mode.	The	design	of	 the	membrane	module	also	affects	 the	separation

performance	of	the	whole	membrane	system.	This	in	turn	determines	the	solution	flow	type	in	the	module.	A	major	advantage	of	UMS	membranes	is	the	ability	to	reduce	the	required	membrane	surface	area	in	the	module.	This	results

in	smaller	membrane	modules	and	considerable	capital	costs.	In	addition	to	the	membrane	surface	area,	a	reasonable	arrangement	of	the	flow	channel	is	conducive	to	promote	the	mass	transfer	process	across	the	membrane.	In	such

circumstances,	module	design	is	extremely	important	to	maximize	the	benefits	of	deploying	UMS	membranes.	In	fact,	this	is	even	more	important	than	developing	new	UMS	membranes	[78,82–84].	However,	there	is	no	corresponding

research	focusing	on	the	design	of	a	membrane	module	for	UMS	membranes.	Therefore,	more	efforts	should	be	devoted	to	developing	new	modules	that	can	accelerate	the	deployment	of	UMS	membranes	for	large-scale	applications.

Despite	the	many	remaining	challenges,	emerging	UMS	membranes	offer	a	promising	solution	for	environmental	remediation	and	resolving	the	energy	shortage	by	their	ability	to	replace	traditional	separation	processes	for

removing/recycling	the	organic	active	molecules	from	dilute	solutions.	With	an	ultrathin,	dense	selective	layer,	UMS	membranes	can	separate	nanosized	molecules,	such	as	dyes,	from	water	or	solvents	with	an	ultrafast	flux	that	is

several	times	higher	than	that	of	existing	commercial	NF/UF	membranes.	Driven	by	potential	profits	from	reduced	energy	consumption	and	a	low-efficiency	separation	technique	to	separate	active	molecules,	great	advances	in	this

field	 can	 be	 imagined	 in	 the	 near	 future.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 current	 expected	 use	 of	UMS	membranes	 in	 the	 petrochemical,	 food,	 pharmaceutical,	 and	water	 treatment	 industries,	 these	membranes	 can	 also	 be	 exploited	 in	 the

burgeoning	fields	of	biological	and	medical	industries.	A	new	membrane	module	design	should	be	continuously	explored,	such	as	the	integration	of	the	selective	layer	into	smart	Janus	membranes	with	an	asymmetric	ion	structure	(Fig.

8)	[272–276].	Furthermore,	unique	applications	of	UMS	membranes	can	be	explored	in	microchemical	reactors	and	medical	one-way	valves.
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